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Men show support Council assists colleges, universities
for assault victims New members learning
From Pagel
changed the song a little to
make it more relevant to Take
Back the Night.
"It's really hard to find
songs, like depressing songs,
about this type of thing, and so
I was listening to some music
one day and I came across it,"
Floyd said. "I was like, you
know what, these are the types
of things victims feel."
Women were not the only
people involved with the program. Richard Remp-Morris,
executive director of the Rape
Crisis Center in Paducah, and
Sigma Phi Epsilon also con·
tributed to the event. The Sig
Eps recited the Men's Pledge
to help stop sexual violence.

Bob Hathaway, junior from
Harrisburg, ill., and Sig Ep
member, took the pledge and
said it's important for men to
take their part in helping to
stop the violence.
Tyler Frank, sophomore
from louisville, came to support his friend
Brandi
Townsend, senior from Parsons, Tenn., who -read ''I
Believed Him," a poem about
dating violence.
"(Sexual violence) diSb'USts
me, and so every opportunity I
have, I try to make it a point to
make my feeling about it
clear," Frank said. ''Parts of it
disgusted me with the world
around me, and parts of it also
gave me hope that things with
change and not be this way."

about tasks, positions.

From Pagel
sentatives to four-year terms.
Wattier said after being
appointed, he reviewed the
accountability report that
include state and university
goals they want to achieve by
2020. He said the schools an~
not measuring goal attainment
•
well.
"There is a lot of information on the amount of work
done but not on the success
achieved," Wattier said.
Wattier served as president
for the Faculty Senate before
becoming interested in the
CPE.
He said the next step is get-

FAMILY PACK
BONELESS, SKINLESS
CHICKEN BREASTS

ting to know the other members of the committee so they
can better communicate ideas
and prepare for meetings.
"Your influence is how persuasive you can be," Wattier
said.
He said the new position is
hard work because he is new
to many of the issues and
many are complex.
"This is unlike any other
group I've been on in terms of
amount of reading material,"
Wartier said.
The council meets every
other month, and Wattier is
making his sixth trip to Frankfort this week.
"It's an honor to be the first
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faculty member to be chosen
to do this," Wattier said. "It's a
blessing, and I hope I can do a
good job."
Sue Patrick, director of communication for CPE said members of the board arc preparing
for an exciting year and are
looking forward to working
with Wattier.
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Director of Communication
for the Council
on Postsecondary Education
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"We're thrilled to have Mark
Wattier on the council,"
Patrick said. "We're looking
forward to his unique contributions and perspectives to
help guide the system of postsecondary education."
Originally named the Council of Higher Education,the
group was organized in the
1930s and renamed and reorganized in 1997. The CPE coordinates higher education systems and budgets, and it also
assesses programs and works
with federal grants.
Patrick said the council is
actively working on the agency
audit and reviewing the state
budget proposal.
Said Patrick: "The council is
going to be very actively
engaged in the implementation
of Kentucky's new five year
state plan for postsecondary
education."

" The council is going
to be very actively
engaged in the implementation of Kentucky's new five year
state plan for post secondary education. "
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OPINION

Town,MSU
K .p artnership
benefits all

In what ways do you think
the community should
support Murray State?

"Develop businesses that students need and
are interested in."
Dorl Strader
fr8shman, Brighton, 111.

"Allowing the
bars to have drink
specials again."
James Whittaker
}vnior, Gilbertsville

"Attempt to
accept the cultures and ideas
that stem from the
University itself
and not stifle the
community from
integrating them
.for the,bctter.'?
'1. Tim Koehler
S¥1ior, Benton

"Businesses
should work
around student
workers' sched ules."

,

Jeff Slinker
sophomore, Murray

Erin Cummins/ The News

,r
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: the news@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

www.thenews.org

'·
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Advertising Manager • 762·4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source lor information.
Our goal Is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approvaL The paper offers a
hands-on leam1ng environment for students
Interested In journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors should devel·
op their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students and Is an oHicial publication
of Murray State University. The f1rst copy of
The Murray State News is free. Add1tional
cop1es are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson
Hall.

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board of The
Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of all section editors.
The University plays
an important role in the
community environment
of Murray, and the city
plays an equally important role in the campus'
activities.
The communities in
which colleges are located play a significant part
in defining the campus
personality. The same is
true for Murray State.
Because of this strong
bond, it is vital for both
entities to realize the
other's importance.
Overall, the Murray
community seems to
realize this integral relationship with the University. This is evident
in many areas, including
the Town and Gown
partnership and student
discounts at var ious
restaurants and businesses.
The Town and Gown
brochure statement recognizes the imPQrtance
of thiS1 •bond.u It reads,
"Town and Gown is a
...
.
partnership ... to enhance
the quality of life and
learning through cooperation.
Through
this
mutual support, we are
building a stronger university and a stronger
business community."
A $1,000 annual donation to the Town and
Gown Fund allows members input in Murray
State. Businesses can
voice concerns to University President F. King
Alexander at breakfast
meetings and also are
among the first to be
made aware of Murray
State issues.
Businesses and the
University also benefit
with the Cooperative
Education and Intern-

Greek stereotypes
ignore good deeds
I was hoping the day I
made my glorious return to
the pages of The Murray
State News would come
under different circumstances, but it appears that
some of my campus comrades are coming under fire
yet again, prompting ml! to
dust off the ole typewriter
and attempt to put out a fire
before it begins to spread.
Several weeks ago Murray
State hosted a retreat for
leaders in its Greek organiza·
tions to commence a yearlong
focus on Greek life. After the
·serious aspects of the event
ended, a handful of attendees
made some poor choices and
foolishly broke some rules.
When the group returned
to school, consequences were
faced and punishments handed down. The parties handled
the situation professionally.
Case closed. Chalk it up as
a petty, isolated incident,
right? Apparently not.
According to a letter sent
to thls publication last week
from Tyler Brown, the
actions of the fraternities at
the retreat ..pishonored the
school" and "ruined the Uni·

ship programs, which
allow businesses to identify prospe ctive workers
to recruit after graduation.
This
retention
activity is important to
the vitality of Murray.
If students become
involved in Murray with
summer jobs and grow
to like the area, they are
more likely to stay in the
region after graduation
and contribute to the
area's economic growth.
Businesses can always
benefit from good workers, and the community
benefits when students
stay in that area and contribute to its future.
Students also benefit
by cultivating solid business contacts and getting
a head start on the job
search. If a community
and college have strong
tics, it is easier for career
services to find local
jobs for graduates.
Internship and cooperative education programs are a big plus on
the recent graduate's
resume, and the dose
community connections
foster this opportunity.
Though all students
and businesses may not
experience the benefits
of Town and Gown,
there are other opportunities to ensure the link
between university and
community.
Many area businesses
offer discounts of various types to students
with a valid Racercard.
Restaurants, such as
Burger King, Quizno's,
Bad Bob's Bar-B-Que,
Asian Buffet, Sirloin
Stockade and Backyard
Burger, offer students a
10 percent discount.
Discounts may not be
large, but on college students' budget, they can
have significant effects
on where people choose
to dine. The Cheri Theatre and Boone Laundry
and Cleaners also offer

versity's reputation.''
Where did Brown's skewed
opinions come from? ln fact,
to which Greek organizations
was Brown referring?
Maybe ht! meant Alpha Phi
Alpha, <~ fraternity that annually raises $2,000 for the
March of Dimes through its
Step Off show and organizes
voter registmtion.
I know. Brown had to be
speaking about Alpha Sigma
Alpha, the sorority that
raised $1,700 through a
Dodgeball competition for
toys and dinner for 50 underprivileged kids in Murray
and Calloway County.
What about Lambda Chi
Alpha? Maybe the fact thar
over the past five years.
Lambda Chi has raised more
than 100.000 pounds of food
for the Calloway County
Nccdline, providing for a
combined two and a half
years worth of supplies, got
Rrown thinking.
Was Brown talking about
these groups and countless
others, too? Of the 7,329
undergraduate~. 14 percent of
students nrc Greek. last year,
the average undergraduate
GPA on campus was a 2.82.
The average GPA of a Greek
member was 2.90.

1D lrKt.To \HANK THE FoLKS AT

K~oGER ro~ A\\THE_ SuPPoRTZ

• Brlgp and Stratton
• Bristol Broackastlq
• Calloway Co. Schools
• Campbell Realty

• City Of Murray
• Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet GMC Toyota

• Economic Development c::orporadOD
• Geote<:h Engineering & "restiDi, lliC'o
• Heritage Bank
• lloliday Inn Exp~ lnQ

• J. Edward•s

• J.H. Churchill FUneral Home
• Kopperud Realty

' •Kroger
• Mark Lewis Stater_. ~

• M~~ Calloway: County HoJI)ital

• McNutt~

• Murray Electric

C:"'11t~rn

student discounts.
A business benefits
from student discounts
with increased profits.
Not only do the businesses gain short-term
support, but they are

able to build relationships
with
you ng
patrons, who are likely
to frequent them in coming years.
Thoughsupponingthe
University requires an

up-front investment, it
pays great dividends in
the long run. It is mutu·
ally beneficial to both
Murray Sate and the
community to cooperate
on endeavors.

J could go on, but the point
that needs to be addressed
and emphatically made, is
Greeks do carry some weight
and overall have extremely
ambitious intentions. Yes
from time to time, we mess
up, but Greeks are humans,
too.
As far as our reputation
around town and around the
country, I challenge Brown
and people who think like
him to get on the phone and
ask around town. I guarantee
you, people we've helped
won't look down on us.
Despite my departure from
Racer Country in August, I
am proud to be a Murray
State Greek.
I am proud to a be part of
such an amazing dynamic of
people - a rock-solid mass of
go-getters that people Like
Brown will never know or
give a chance.

Watters criticized The News
for having a negative bias
concerning the Greek system
on campus. He said there is
an unjust focus on negative
stories about Greeks. He goes
on to criticize the journalistic
skills of the News.
Watters does not understand a basic fact about the
journalism industry. Controversy sells papers. It is a fact
based on the preferences of
readers, not integrity.
Newspapers have a duty to
inform and entertain. A good
newspaper is able to find a
balance of providing important news to the readers
while keeping them interested. The stories Watters complains about meet these standards.
Watters is correct when he
states Greek organizations
have many positive effects
on Murray State. The News
docs report on some of these
stories, the ones the editors
deem newsworthy.
But to report on every positive event concerning fraternities and sororities would
turn The News into a bland
public relations tool, lower
readership and cost the
reporters and editors respect
as journalists.

It is not the responsibility
of The News to control the
image of the fraternity and
sorority organizations.
If Greeks are tired of
receiving bad publicity, then
they should be more careful
of how they act in the public
eye. The student journalists
at The News do not create
these stories; they merely
report them.

Chris Jung
Former student
Union

'The News, follows
journalistic rules
In a letter to the editor in
the Sept. 30 issue of The
Murray State News, Caleb

Nathan Beard
Alumnus
Bloomington, Ind.

Write to as
The Murray State N~W$
welcomes commentaries
and let.tera liO the oditor.
Letters fhould be 300
words or lesl and muse tie
signed. Contributors shoUld
include addresses a d
phone numbers for verifi..
cation. Please include
home~own,

classification,

title or relationship to the

University.
Commentaries should be
limittd to 600 wordS. The
MlUTa)'
State
News
n:servcs the right &o edit for
$t)'lt:, length. and coaat.
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Cure exists
to stop spread
of obesity
According to the Quote World Web
site, obesity affects more than 70 million Americans. Three hundred thousand people die each year because of
obesity or obesity-related illnesses.
The Web site said obesity is the second leading cause of preventable death;
smoking is the leading cause.
Every night, I
watch University students running around
the campus circle.
Whenever I go into
the Susan E. Baurenfiend Student Recreation and Wellness
Center, 1 have to wait
in line for a machine.
However, as I walk
to class, I notice obesity is still a problem
on campus. So why
arc our gyms getting
tilled, yet no results
Kayla Gray arc being made?
As an athlete at
" I believe Murray
I am
obesity can required State,
to maintain
be
con- a certain amount of
activity
trolled or physical
throughout the week.
eventually I understand the
stopped by value of dieting and
staying con- the amount of time it
takes to consistently
sistent."
keep it up.
I believe obesity can be controlled or
eventually stopped by staying consistent.
The major problems of obesity are
laziness, socialization and food intake.
Since I have been attending Murray
State, I have heard numerous students
complain about their weight, yet fail to
mend the problem.
One might make the excuses, "I have
too much homework," or "l am too tired
to go workout," but in reality, they are
trying to make excuses for their laziness.
People who have this mind-set should
get off the couch and go to a gym. I
know this is easier said than donc: but
in the long..run, it will be well worth the
extra time and energy.
How many times have you and your
fri~nds gone out to eat this week? Did
you even want to eat out? Many overweight people go out to cat frequently
and workout very little. They care more
about socializing than bettering th~ir
outer appearance.
Therefore, you need to get your priorities straight and lay off on the weekly, if not nightly, social food gatherings.
The amount of food intake is another
problem that worsens obesity. Overweight people are not well-educated on
the amount of food they should ideally
consume. Most of these people do not
understand the concept of small portions.
In the ideal diet, one should consume
six small meals a day. This diet consists
of meats, vegetables, fruit and at least
eight ounces of water. The key to a
healthy diet is not the food you consume, but the amount consumed.
If you arc overweight, you should be
able to take your food and cut it in half.
The best time to eat is in the morning
that way you can burn off everything
you ate.
Do not eat after 7 p.m., but if you
must, eat only fruit or something that is
not high in fat.
There arc so many ways you can diet
and exercise, but the key is consistency.
Don't let yourself become overweight.
Everybody has a lazy bone in their
body. but if everyone were determined
to fix the problem, obesity would be
resolved.

In My
Opinion

'Crash' .shows racism still runs deep

Christian
Davis
"WE ASSUME
THE ACTIONS
AND BEUEFS OF
ONE PERSON

REPRESENT THE

ENTIRE RACE."

tions that, unfortunately, we project at
times.
For example, how many times have you
referred to a Hispanic person simply as a
Mexican, even though Mexico is a country and not a race? Do you grasp your
purse or wallet when a black guy walks
past you dressed in baggy jeans? What
race of people comes to mind when you
think of terrorists?
Come on, we all do it. We all have
stereotypes. It is the result of the way we
think. Racial stereotyping happens every
time we assume something about a person just because of color.
We assume the actions and beliefs of
one person represent the entire race. I
personally assumed, upon leaving a big
city and moving to a small, country town.
that all white people love country music
and only a few like rap music.
I was amazed to find so many white
people who hated country and so many
who loved listening to Lil' jon and ThreeSix Mafia. I even have two new favorite
songs myself: "Mississippi Girl" and
"Redneck Woman."

"Crash" explores different aspects of
different races and what happens when
they all clash together. With an all-star
cast, ranging from Ludacris to Sandra Bul·
lock, one of my favorite actresses, this
movie shows how our society truly operates, whether you believe it or not.
This movie does not sugar-coat anything. And even though it is based in Los
Angeles, a huge and diverse city, these
types of things are happening all over the
United States, even in towns as small as
Murray.
h •
So, go see the movie. This will o~
your eyes to a world you probably
thought no longer existed. Then, after you
have been enlightened, ask yourself "Do I
need to change the way I think?" The best
answer to that is we all do.

Christian Davis is a junior animal health
technology major from Memphis, Tenn.

President nominates woman to ease confirmation

Christopher
Hodes
"BUSH FIGURED
REPLACING A
WOMAN WITH
ANOTHER
WOMAN WOULD

Kayla Gray is a freshman undeclared
mqjor from Princeton.

Racism - it doesn't really exist anymore, does it? Of course, it doesn·t! Slavcry is over, and thi!re is no more segregation in the south. People are no longer
judged by the color of their skin but by
their character.
There is no such thing as racial profiling or racial stereotypes, is there? Well, if
you still believe that everything is all
good and equal in the land of the free,
then you need to get out more. You need
to sec the movie "Crash."
Last week. I saw "Crash," thanks to the
program Delta Sigma Theta Sorority presented. They not only showed the film,
but also had a guest speaker, Sheryl Lidzy.
assistant professor of organizational communications, who held a deep discussion
about the movie. I am glad I attended.
Otherwise, I might have not really put
forth the effort to see this film.
"Crash" is a movie that brings the reali, ty of racism into view, in a post Sept. U,
2001, America. It takes a look at a rainbow
of everyday people and how their worlds
literally crash into each other. It's about
racial stereotypes and negative assump-

MAKE EVERYONE HAPPY."

The President of the United
States surprises me sometimes. I woke up Monday
morning expecting to hear
that Bush nominated Alberto
Gonzales to replace Sandra
Day O'Connor on the U.S.
Supreme Court. What I read
instead shocked me: Bush
nominates Harriet Miers to
replace O'Connor.
Who? Whc.>re did she come
from? Wait a minute - did I
just say she? Those were just
some of the many questions
that filled my head after reading the headline on CNN's
Web site. I expected Rush to
nominate a minority, but a
woman? Wow. For that half of
a moment, I respected the guy.
That's until I turned to
Google and did some hurried
research on the probable
future Supreme Court justice.
Even more surprises. Not only
docs Harriet Miers have no
judicial experience, she was a

close confidant of Bush who
followed him to Washington
from Texas. She even got him
out of jury duty in 1996 so he
wouldn't have to reveal details
of his 1976 drunken driving
arrest
With her distinguished
career, it's no wonder why
Bush chose her instead of the
many other experienced
judges to replace O'Connor's
often swing vote. After all, she
was the first woman to be
president of the Texas State
Bar and the Dallas Association. Why wouldn't that qualify her for being the third
woman to sit on the American
high court?
There has to be another reason Bush chose her over, let's
say, Gonzales or Edith Brown
Clement. I am going to excuse
the possibility that he chose
her because they are friends.
1 cannot bring myself to
believe the man this country

elected to serve would choose
a nominee of such importance
by these standards.
Instead I will concentrate
on something else. Bush figured that replacing a woman
with another woman would
make everyone happy. His
daddy tried a similar thing in
1991 when he nominated
Clarence Thomas to fill the
vacancy Thurgood Marshall
left.
I'm sure the younger Bush
decided that replacing a
woman with a woman is much
like replacing a black man
with a black man.
But what else would he have
to gain? Like I said earlier,
there are several well qualified men who could easily
handle the task that is now
presented to Miers. Maybe be
was tired of looking at his low
approval rating drop as he
continues to ignore problems
facing the American people

today. Maybe he believed the
Senate Democrats when they
said they would give him and
his nominee hell this time, and
he knows how hard it would
be for Democrats to say no to
a woman.
Or maybe I'm wrong. Maybe
he does know what he's doing.
He knows that since Miers is
lacking in judicial experience,
it will be hard to dig up the
dirt on this nominee.
Besides being a good friend
of the president's who happens to be very conservative
in,several key political issues,
what grounds do the Democrats have to block her confirmation as O'Connor's replacement- especially since she's a
woman?

Chris Hodes is a senior political
science and print journalism
major from Henderson.

Ideological background trumps qualifications in Bush's hiring practices
In My

Opinion

James
Wiles

Cronyism is as everyday an
aspect of American life as your
mom's baked apple pie. It has
been practiced by politicians,
local and federal, throughout the
history of this young country.
However, few people truly
appreciate the effects of cronyism, justifying the old phrase, "to
the victor go the spoils." Time
magazine recently wrote an article about cronyism, describing it
essentially as a more progressively flawed tool of government.
While it is true John F.
Kennedy gave his brother, Robert
Kennedy, the office of Attorney
General, ensuring the president
could have at least quasi powers
over the justice department,

President George W. Bush has
taken this power to immensely
personal and political levels.
For example, when Bush took
office in 2001, he had more than
three thousand positions he
could fill without having Congress approve them. In past generations, presidents have filled
these positions with their friends
and supporters, but they have
used their God·givcn common
sense to fill these positions with
quaufied pcopl~.
However, Bush deems this
unnecessary. He believes to have
an administration be effective at
all levels of government need to
be under the.> same agenda.
Instead of putting the most quali-

fled people in important positions, Bush believes ideology
comes first. The most recent
example came when Julie Myers
became Bush's nominee to head
the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement Office under the
Homeland Security Department.
She barely has five years experience in law enforcement, and the
most responsibility she has had is
supervising 170 employees with a
$25 million budget.
Myers' true qualifications are
quite clear too many. Her husband is Mike Chertoffs chief of
staff and her uncle is Richard
Myers, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. This goes back to
the idea of cronyism.

It isn't important how q.:alified
a candidate is for the joti. as long
as their ideological belid's help
streamline the adminirtration's
goals. If this is an effective rule of
government, it has not been
effective during. this tdministration.
Take time and bok at how
many departures from office
have occurred t\Jring Bush's
administration fom the very
beginning. In fac, most of them
were put into otlce by Bush.
Michael Brovn. former head of
the Federal E11ergency Management Agenc', stepped down
from his posi Colin Powell, former Secreta')' of State, refused
the idea of ~ronyism and stepped

aside. Ari Fleischer, former press
secretary, stepped down for reasons unknown beyond wanting to
spend more time with his family.
What essentially happened is
what Bush wanted to happen, and
that is to spread the Republican
agenda into all aspects of government on all levels. Bush has put
people in high positions who are
not the best individuals to perform that job. Ideology has triumphed over responsible government leadership.

fames Wiles is a senior finance
major from Calvert City.
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Public Safety provides bike registration
Staff Report
There is a 53 percent
chance students' bikes will
be stolen on campus sometime during their four years
of college, according to the
Bicycle Source Web site.
However, bicycle registration may help reduce the
number of these thefts on
college campuses.
Murray State offers registration systems to students
who use their bicycles as
transportation to and on
campus.
The University provides
bicycle racks for students to
lock up their property while
in class.
If a bike is left unlocked,
there is a high probability it
will be stolen.
Public Safety started
bicycle registration in 2002
to help with tracking stolen
property.
Like automobiles, bikes
can be registered at the
Public Safety building.
If students would like to
register their bikes. they can

go to Public Safety and fill
out a registration fonn.
Public Safety will need
basic information, such as
the make, model and color
of the bike.
They also will need to
know if there is a basket
attached.
Public Safety also will
look for any identifying
marks. like a tear in the seat.
After the bike is registered, University po)ice will
engrave a number on it that
will be kept on record at the
Public Safety building.
According to Public Safety's Web site, riders should
keep the rules to riding
their bikes on campus in
mind.
For instance, riders
should always wear a helmet and have front and rear
reflectors on their bike to
make it more visible. At
night, riders should also
ride on the far side of the
road with the flow of traffic.
The Web site also gives
some tips to prevent bicycle
theft.

yw did or d1d not do today.
If you have these tende~ YOil
could become 'I vldim of criJDes of
oppoi'ttiDity:

Riders should always
make sure they have a
dependable lock. It is also
suggested that bikes are
attached to a bike rack or
secure structure.
Never leave anything
valuable on the bike that
could be stolen or damaged.
If a student's bike is
stolen, he or she should
report it to Public Safety as
soon as possible. Visit Public Safety for more information on bicycle registration.
Students can also go to
the National Bike Registry
and register your bike
online to prevent theft.
Amanda Von

How easy is it to become a~

tim? You Deed only to review wbat

•t.e•ve your rftide~ college
tOOtn unlodced

•,Leave your veldde windows
rolled.down and the doors
unlOCked
•Lean items visible inllcte ~
vehicle
•Leave your bicycle not secured
toabibrack

•Leave your~ UDattend-

ed. even for a minute

•Leave your work area uDSecured
after business hours
•FaU to report a suspicious person. or actiVity
·
•Fail to register and madrlna

Kannci!The News

Freshman Steve Huger,
from Murray, rides his
bike. to class Wednesday. Many Murray
State students use a
bicycle for transportation to class. Publlc
Safety offers registration to assist in tracking stolen bikes.

)'QUI"bi~

• Fail to mark your property

Take advaMage otPubllc Satety-s

~to help you •

become a

victim of crimes of o~rtanity.

Campus Grill U
• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglaa W. Payne

(/~ j
Have you tried our...

'W1talte awJicalions 0\\'!rdle Jlbooe . .
have you an answer 111 about an hour.
We also offer ii1(X)I11C tax preparation.
We can beat anyone's price and can have you in and out in
20 minutes! No appointment' ne(:essary!
Call or come by.

delicious hand
packed burgers

753-0735
Bring in last y~nrs and let's compare!

or...

In Olympic Plaza, Nelt to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

GUCCI

AA L P H
RALPH LAUREN

WoJJ v-~

tfl'!!'world .l!'inance Corporation
~
942 SO\Ith 12th Streel
\1urray, KY. 42071 • (270) 753-0735

Armani
Tom my Hilfiger

kate ~p..lde BURBERRY Valentino

..~ )uulillJI·:,,(
nm ·fur
tilt· En/in· Futlli[IJ
.
.
. ...

our french
pressed coffee
21~

N.

J,S~St.

any of our special
teas?

759-3233

200 N. 15th St.
753-3406
,.,

Monday- Friday: lOam· 5p.m.
&lturcjay: lOa.m • 3p.m.

Monday- Friday: 7a.m. - 8p.m.
Sea.day and &nlllly: closed •

Groceries & Phonecards

Restaurant

VISIT US
THE

EVENT STAm AT 7:00pm

* ~5.00 ADMISSION FEE
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Fall on the Farm offers educational experience
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmccombs@thenews.org

Who did President Bush
nominate to replace
Sandra Day O'Connor on
the U.S. Supreme Court? ,
President Bush nominated
Harriet Miers, White
House counsel member,
on Monday to take the
place of O'Connor.

What you said:
"I think her last name is
Miers."

Casey Maze
sophomore from Paducah
"1 can 't
name."

remember his

, Murrar State students helped children cultivate an interest in agriculture
with Fall on the Farm, a week-long
event at the Pullen Farm Complex.
"The purpose of the program is to
provide agricultural literacy to the
community, especially to children."
said Brian Parr, assistant professor of
agricultural education. "We provide an
enjoyable educational experience for
families with children of all ages."
Parr said the program is also an educational and fundraising opportunity
for agricultural student clubs with
activities designed to reflect current
projects in the School of Agriculture.
"We are in the process of digging
four one half acre ponds to raise aquatic species for aquaculture research,"
Parr said. "At Fall on the Farm, the Col·
legiatc (future Farmers of America)
designed a catfish pond where childz:en

could catch and learn about catfish." ,
In its second year. Parr said community and student participation for Fall
on the Farm has grown. They also
expanded the number of program days
this year with scheduled school group
visits.
Kathryn Wimberly, lecturer for the
School of Agriculture, helped organize
Fall on the Farm. She, along with Tony
Brannon, dean of the School of Agriculture. and the Agriculture Leadership Council, organizt•d the event.
"Participants learned how agritour ism can be a creative source of
income for farm families," Wimberly
said. "Farm experiences are becoming
less available. We wanted Fall on the
Farm to give all people a chance to
enjoy farm life."
Wimberly said the program was for
children, from preschool to the third
grad e.
Activities included a petting zm1,
pony rides, hot air balloon rides. a corn
maze, straw castle, face painting, a

pumpkin patch, a stick horse race :md a
pedal tractur pull.
Baley Millwood, chair of the Agriculture Leadership Program, said organizing the event has been a year-long
process.
"We started putting rhiQgs together
last fall," said Millwood, junior from
Greenback, Tenn. "lt w:1s my first time
working behind the sccm•s on such a
lnrgc-sc:~lc.. project. It was a lot of fun
working with the children and making
connections at the same.! time."
Charlene Martin, senior agricultural
education major from Murray, participated in the program as part of Brian
Parr's Agricultural Education 380 Class
ami also helped collect prizes from
local businesses.
"There was an outpouring of generosity from the community," said
MMtin. "We ct,llcded $1,300 Wl>rth of
certificates and coupons frum local
businesses to use as prizes for our coloring contest and fnr the silent auction."

The winner, Emma Watkins of
Kiama. Australia, spent 45 minutes coloring.
"The most important thing is to get
the kids involved," Martin said. ''They
retain so much information and have a
lot of fun doing it."
Ryan Morgan. senior from Benton,
was in the same project group with
Martin.
"It was a great experit-nce for the
children,'' Morgan said. "Our project
involved goats. We taught the kids
about how 80 percent of the world
uses ,goats for meat, cheese and milk."
' Rachel Parker, senior from Milan.
worked with Martin, too.
"We found a homemade icc cream
recipe and substituted goat's milk for
regular milk," l'arker said. "Everyone
wanted to try it and most everyone
liked it as much as they like regular ice
cream. We also allowed the children to
hand-feed goats. It was great to see the
children interact with farm animals,
some of them for the first time."

Rebecca Stokes
freshman from Kevil

Not happy with your ID picture? Changed residential colleges?

"I know she's a chick, and
she's mean, too." •

Casey Vandergrlft
freshman from V crsailles
''I don't keep up with th.a t
stuff."

Bryn Turner
sophomore from Lebanon
"I know it's a woman, and
she's white."

Natalie Cunningham
sophomore from Vcrsantes
"I don't know."

Emily Boston

Racer Card Office

freshman from Horse Cove

Located on the first floor of the

"They were talking about
h ow she was going to bring
diversity and s he was
never a judge. I can't
remember her name."

Curtis Center
Hours of Operation:

Angie Bradley
junior from Water Valley

Monclay - Wednesday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

"I don't know."
Kenny Pulliam
freshman from Louisville
&ll

•

Correct ~ers: 2
Wrong answers: 12

FREE FOOD!!
FREE MUSIC!!
GREAT
RADIO!!
[Oilav so mane we don't havetreetood,
but we've aot areal musicJ

World Cafe

Sounds Acoustic

Weeknights

7 to 9 p.m
(world cafe .org )
The World Cafe, with host David
Dye, serves up an eclectic mix of
blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with live performances
and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists

The lndie Connection
Sundays at 1 a.m. after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson showcases
both bands far & wide, along with
"local bands" from the Four Rive rs
Region.

Sundays at midnight starting Oct. 3
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Murray
High's Austin Carter present a
musical collage of "unplugged" performances by diverse artists including Ray Charles, John Lennon,
Rink Floyd, & Bob Dylan.

Clark College
Elizabeth College
Hart College
Hester College
Regents College
Richmond College
Springer/Franklin College
White College

Beyond the Edge

Stephen Hunt
Andrew Perkins
Marianne Stonefield
Kristen Shepard
Aaren Cadd
Melissa Crespo
Reese Hawkins
Michelle Fain

And to the Residential College Faculty Member of the Month
for September from Hart College:
Dr. Joy Navan, Associate Professor of Educational Studies,
Leadership and Counseling

Saturday Nights
from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
From Folk and pop to aft-county
and indie rock, BTE covers a full
range of the finest alternative
music.

Freshmen
Participate in your Passport program.
Ask your Freshman Year Leader or
College Head.
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Campus Activities Board aad Stadtat Govti'DIDfDt Association of Murray State Uiliwt'IIIUY

REDEMPTlON SONGS! STJRl ES
with

MariaDDe Stonefteld
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org
Lt. CoL Thomas Griffin, 89,
and his son, John Griffin, traveled to China Sept. 1 for a two
and a half-week celebration of
the anniversary of the Chinese
defeat of Japan.
"My dad said, 'I can't do this
on my own, and I can take
someone with me,'" John Griffin, head of Circulation at
Waterfield Library. said."' didn't hesitate."
Forty World War ll veterans
and their families took part in
the celebration, which Griffm
said encompassed a variety of
cities such as Beijing, Shanghai
and Nanjing.
Griffm's father was one of
two surviving Doolittle's
Raiders who attended the celebration. Seventeen members
are still alive today.
Veterans of the Flying
Tigers and the Hump Pilots
who also helped China during
World War II joined them. The
Flying Tigers took part in
bombing missions while the
Hump Pilots flew over the
Himalayan Mountains to
resupply missions from India
to China.
"Like most guys that age, he
can tell you precisely what was
going on in 1942," Griffm said.
Though China is under a
communist government, they
were far from hostile to their
democratic American visitors,
Griffin said.

and friends
photo courtesy

John

SARA GROVES

Lt. Col. Thomas Grlflln and John Grlftln, head of Cir-

1-

culation at Waterfteld Library, pose for a picture In
China. They visited the country for the 60th anniversary of the Chinese defeat of Japanese oppression.
celebration were a part of the
Association for Friendship
with Foreign Countries and
gave their guests an abundant
number of gifts.
As they traveled from city to
city, several college students
helped them get around, Griffm said. The students talked
about studying in the United
States.
"Every city we went to we
were joined by more (students)," he said. "The big
cities, Beijing. Shanghai, they
are the most up-to-date cities."
The veterans were very well
taken care of and were accommodated in five-star hotels in
each city they visited, Griffin
said.

"The Chinese people we met
were just the most wonderful,
most friendly," Griffin said.
"(They) want peace. They
were always waving at us
(and) wanted to know what life
was like (in America)."
During each day of the celebration, their hosts guided
them all around China and its
famous historical spots, inc1uding the Great Wall of China
and several memorials, he said.
''Everywhere we went we
were treated like heroes," Griffin said...Every time we got off
the plane, there were all these
Chinese people in native costumes ... saying, 'We're happy
you're here."'
The Chinese involved in the

and DONALD MILLER
AUTHOR OF l"HE BOOK •'BLUE LIKE JA12..

Saturday, Nove01ber 19, 2005 • 7:30 p.ID.
Lovett Auditoriwn, Murray State U niversity
Murray, Kentucky
Tidlrts Anilablt at Rr.pu~Special Em~lll Cntfr 101 Ol'lcr, all iJCktt Masur Olldm u.d~ DJ'• Mask ia PW, TN IIIII
m ia PallutU, KY, ... "' ctiJia& 7SS-6466er-- II wwtw.IKlltiDWU~r.com

SAM program promotes involvement
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

Students looking to get
involved in service and ministry organizations should talk
to SAM.
Service and Ministry for All,
which Roger Weis advises,
had its flfSt meeting Wednesday afternoon to discuss different ways students can get
, , jpvolv~ in organizatioQS li~e
the Newman House, Needline
~d the Humane Society.
SAM began in 2004 but will
make a bigger name for itself

this year with a membership
of about 40 students.
Most college students
arrive on campus looking for
positive spiritual and service
experiences. be said.
"I realized I wasn't doing
enough for students," Weis
said. "You can get students
headed toward a spiritual
and/or service life."
Kelly Cruse, freshman from
Marion. Ill.. offered her testiIUOQY to students in !#tead~e. ,,
1
, ,
, ..
A 17-year cancer survivor,
she said her faith was tried
when her peers would tease

3RD

her for having to visit the
school nurse twice a day. Her
disabilities played a significant role in shaping her personality.
"Nothing that happens to
me in life is insignificant,''
Cruse said.
Richard Smith, pastor at
First United Methodist, and
David Montgomery, minister
at First Presbyterian, also
urged students to get involved
ill ~~~ies a.Qd
1

Semce orpnlz"'iii0~

SAM meets every Wednesday at 4 p.m. For further information, call 762-3808.

Your Cho 1 c e
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Annual

odge a

Tournament

or
mi l es per gal l on

miles per gaflon

Wanna take down one
of the Champions?
Sigma Phi Epsilon- Sigma Sigma Sigma- Hart College

·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·

Tomas Sprint

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
For A Participation Form
Email: erin.hampton@murraystate.edu

• A35 Engine
• 2-Speed
·Automatic
• Pre-Mix Oil
·Custom Mag
Wheels

S999.oo

All Proceeds
Benefit
Toys 4 Tots

Murray
Home&Auto
976 Chesnut St

753-2571
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Rifle team
takes first
.at Ole Miss

Men golf squad
fmis es business

Tommy Dillard

Nathan CUnkenbeard

Staff Writer
tdil/ard@thl'news.org

Sports Editor

Murray State's rifle team continued its
winning ways last weekend, posting a
fli'St-place victory out of 1.2 teams at the
Ole Miss Invitational and a sixth-place
finish out of 14 teams in Memphis, Tenn.
Head Coach Ann Proctor said she was
happy with the team's performances last
week.
"I was pleased," Proctor said. "We have
some things that we need to work on, but
it's a good place to be at this point in the
season."
The Racers won at Ole Miss with an
aggregate score of 4,639 out of 4,800.
Murray State scored higher than any
other school in smallbore competition,
where they shot 2,320 out of a possible
2,400.
The Racers finished fourth in the air
rifle with 2.319 out of 2,400.
Several Ohio Valley Conference teams
made the trip to Oxford, Miss., for the
tournament, including Jacksonville State,
Tennessee-Martin and Tennessee Tech.
Jacksonville State finished third with a
score of 4,620, Tennessee-Martin came in
seventh at 4,531, and Tennessee Tech finished eighth at 4.499.
Murray State also had a Blue Team in
competition, which finished sixth with a
4,S32 aggregate score.
Freshman Bryant Wallizer led the Racers, shooting 587 out of 600 in air rifle and
581 out of 600 in smallbore to gain a 1,168
aggregate score out of 1,200. Sophomore
Cameron Hicks shot a 580 in air rifle and
a 58S in smallbore for a 1,165.
Senior Alex Culbertson earned a 1,148
aggregate by shooting 576 in air rifle and
S72 in smallborc.
Host Ole Miss came in second with a
score of 4.637, Memphis was fourth scoring 4,600 and T exas-E) Paso fifth at 4,572.
Last Monday, Murray State took part in
the Tiger Open in Memphis, shooting
only in the air rifle category. They finished sixth in the tournament, but came in
first out of teams that only shot air rifle.
Cameron Hicks led the Racers, shooting 579. Bryant Wallizcr shot 581, Dan Belluzzo 573, and Josiah Brooks 566. The Racers combined for a score of 2.299, finishing fourth in the air rifle division. Jacksonville State won the tournament
The Racers' next match will be Saturday in Cookeville. Tenn., where the team
faces OVC foes Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville State for the third time this fall.
"We need to shoot really well." Proctor
said. "They've been practicing really well
and everybody has their areas that they're
working on."

Sandy beaches and beautiful
weather usually do not affect a
golf game, but with a trip to
Orlando, Fla., looming the men
kept their focus in winning the
Murray State Invitational
Tuesday at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
The men took first place in
dramatic fashion after the Racers found itself two shots
behind Western Illinois. The
men made up the two-stroke
deficit, and outshot the Leathernecks by eight shots in the
final round for a six-stroke
win. Fellow Ohio Valley Conference member Tennessee
Tech tied with Western fllinois for second place.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt
said he thought the team
played well in the final round
despite shooting the highest
score of three rounds.
"We still shot par, and we
only had one team that outshot us (Tennessee Tech),"
Hunt said. "We had some difficult conditions in the final
round. The pin placements
were hard, and we moved the
tee boxes as far back as we
could. There was also some
wind the players had to contend with."
Senior Kyle Shirley battled
Tennessee
Tech's
Scott
Stallings all week long atop
the leader board but could not
stop the Golden Eagle from
taking
medalist
honors.
Stallings ripped off tliree
scores in the 60s on the par-71,
6,601-yard course for a final
score of 16-under-par, including a course record-tying 63
on the second round.
Stallings led all competitors
in par-4 and par·5 scoring for
the three rounds. He was also
the only golfer to record two
eagles and he tied for the lead
in birdies. Murray State bad
five golfers with an eagle.
Shirley had three rounds
under par finishing at 9-underpar, but he was able to hold off
Justin Hueber of the University of Indianapolis and Ryan
McClintock of Western Illi-

nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Senior Kyle Shirley eyes a putt on the 13th hole in Tuesday's ftnal round.

nois. McClintock tied the
course record of 63 a round
before Stallings.
Hunt said Shirley and
Stallings are among the OVC's
best golfers.
"Scott (Stallings) is a real
strong player in the OVC, and
both him and Kyle (Shirley)
will be fighting it out for best
golfer in the conference hon·
ors," Hunt said. "I really can't
say enough about Kyle Shirley.
He's the most consistent
golfer I have had in my time
coaching."
Junior Michael Craft fin·
ished with two rounds under
par as he worked his way up
the leader board for a sixthplace finish at s-under-par.
Junior Nicolas Griffm shot the
best round of the tournament
for the Racers in the first
round, with a S-under-par 66.
Griffm fmished in a tie for
eighth place.
Seniors Will Cox and Jamie
Frazier rounded out Murray
State's No. 1 team as Hunt
divided his 10 players into two
teams. The Murray State Gold
team finished fourth overall
out of 13 teams and beat four
out of five pvc teams partici·
pating, including Eastern lllinois,
Tennessee-Martin,
Morehead State and Tennessee State.
Senior Jay Cooper led the
Gold team with an even-par
score in three rounds. Fresh·
man Mitchell Moore, junior
Kyle Landrum and sophomores Josh Burks and Jerry
Price also competed on the
Gold team.
~·:•
Hunt said he heard nothing
but positive comments regard·
ing the tournament and the
course conditions.
"We got nothing but great
reviews from all the coaches,"
Hunt said. "They had the
course in as great of t;hape as
you can get, and that really
says a lot about Murray State.
They're really doing great
things out at Miller Golf
Course."
The men are playing in
Orlando, Fla., this weekend at
the Mission Inn Collegiate
Classic hosted by Winthrop
University.

Offensive explosion bolts womeil's record to even in OVC
DanTepe

has changed in our play that
much. They are just starting to
dtepe@thenews.org
fall for us."
The scoring began at
After the Murray State worn-. Cutchin Field in the Racers'
en's soccer team dropped its first conference home game
first two Ohio Valley Confer· against Morehead. After freshence games on the road, it man Krista Uewellyn's three
looked like the Racers could be goals, Murray State captured
in for a long conference sched- its ftrst OVC victory 3-0.
Uewellyn netted two firstule.
However, the team has dis· half goals in a span of 10 min·
covered its offense in two utes and added another late in
home conference games to the second-half to earn her
first career ''hat-trick." For the
improve to 2-2 in the OVC.
In two games Friday and Sat- game, the Racers outshot the
urday against Morehead State Eagles 16-8, and junior goaland Eastern Kentucky, the keeper Annie Fortier recorded
offense exploded with seven her first shutout of the season.
goals. matching the team's goal Fortier made four saves in 90
total in the season's first 10 minutes of playing time.
games.
"We made an effort to come
"Game experience for the out aggressive early and we
freshmen has been the biggest started playing faster," Minielli
thing and they have been com- said. "This was the ftrst time all
ing along slowly," said Mike season that our offense and
Minielli, Head Coach. "There defense both played at a high
has been an avalanche of goals level in the same game."
The victory improved Murthe last two games and nothing

ry. This is the fll'st year for the
Colonels' soccer program, and
the matchup with the Racers
marked the first time the two
teams have met. Its 1-2 conference record matched the Racers'.
Murray State's offense continued to surge in a 4-0 victory
to even its conference record
and place the Racers in a four
way tie for fifth place in the

Staff Writer

ovc.

Erin Cummins/The News

Freshman forward Rebekah Clay leaps over a sliding
Morehead State defender In Saturday's 3-0 victory.
ray State's record to 5-1 all-time
against Morehead.
The Racers continued its

home schedule against Eastern
Kentucky with an opportunity
for a second conference victo·

Eastern Kentucky goalkeeper Christina Graul blocked five
of the Racers' fll'st-half shots to
keep the game scoreless at the
halftime whistle.
Murray State wasted no time
in the second-half and capitalized on opportunities they
failed to convert in the fll'sthalf.
Just two minutes into the
second period, senior midfielder Lisa Pfeiffer scored on a
freekick off the foot of sophomore defender Jen Peios,
which eventually turned into

the game-winning goal.
The freshmen continued to
contribute as forward Rebekah
Clay fmished two shots in less
than five minutes to provide
the Racers with insurance
goals. Clay's second goal of the
game increased her season
total to three. Forward Melissa
Curry fmished the scoring in
the 87th minute with her second goal in 2005.
The Racers will now be on
the road for three straight conference games. Murray will
play Jacksonville State at 7 p.m.
Friday, and two-time defending OVC regular season champion Samford at 2 p.m Sunday.
Sophomore midfielder Kara
Carlile believes the good play
will carry on though the road
trip.
"This weekend is going to be
tough and provide a few tough
games." Carlile said. "l have
confidence in how we've been
playing lately though and feel
like it can continue."

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
American League Division Series
Angels at Yankees

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NCAA Football
Ohio State at Penn State

Tonight: Soccer @ 7 p.m.
JSU Soccer Field
Murray State at Jacksonville State

Saturday: Volleyball @ 1 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky

Saturday: CBS @ 11:30 a.m.
NCAA Football
Mississippi State at Florida

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Bengals at Jaguars

Saturday: Rifle @TBA
Tri match with Jacksonville State
Murray State at Tennessee Tech

Saturday: Football @ 6 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Jacksonville State at Murray State

I
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Judgement day
looms large
Saturday night
Saturday is not Faculty Day at Roy
Stewart Stadium: it's judgment day.
No, Arnold Schwarzenegger is not
going to ride in on a motorcycle brandishing a 12-gauge shotgun in one hand, but
for the Racer football team, it's a let's-seewhat-you're-made-of kind of game.
Not only are the Racers taking on the
two-time defending Ohio Valley Conference Champion Jacksonville State, but
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio wilJ be facing
a team that could quench his opportunity
for a new contract.
I said before the season began Pannunzio deserved a multi-year contract, and
I'm not backing down from my statl7
ments. He proved he was worth one
before the season began, and it is only
four games in. There's a lot of football to
be played, but this week's showdown
could be one of the most important of his
career.
The biggest problem for this team is
something
over
which they really
have no control, and
that is IDJUnes.
phoros hy Cindi Cnppstguest
What are they going
to do, not practice?
Junior running back Chad •Tank' Cook drags several Tennessee Tech defenders In a huge pile to gain yards on the ground.
Pannunzio
knew
this would be a
problem, and he
even backed off on
his summer prac·
tices to make sure
Nathan
AutumnBoaz
the guys would be Clinkenbeard
Staff Writer
healthy for the long
Sports Editor
aboaz@thcnews.org
haul.
Ken Topps is out with shoulder problems, and not having him under center is
In the football team's 42-21 defeat
the Racers' worst nightmare. A lot of hype at the hands of Tennessee Tech Satwas put on this team's offense because of urday, the high offensive statistics
the ability of having two solid running were deceptive to the fact of a lack
backs and a quarterback who could throw of red-zone scoring and the ability to
and scramble out of the pocket and run not turn over the ball.
the option.
The Racers managed to get the
What is even more disheartening is
ball inside Tech's 20-yard line four
Roy .Stewart Stadium
Topps was having a stellar game in the
times but only scored once, and the
Murray. Ky.
flrst half of the Tennessee Tech game
Golden Eagles had three takeaways,
when his shoulder injury reappeared. In
returning one for a touchdown.
the Racers' fourth game of the season, • "We haven't played real good for
Topps scored his first touchdown. a stat
the last two games. but hopefully
Saturday 6 p.m.
that speaks volume.
we'll get back on the winning track,"
Now, we're forced to watch Topps on
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio said.
"We're P''"'ina a.,,~,..~ ........ "
the sidelines. He's that shiny new• red
~~.~ a~ Corvette everyone wants to buy but has
The Racers plays host Saturday to
only been able to take out for a test drive.
the Jacksonville State Gamecocks;
While Murray State was only able
We need that new Corvette, with no who arc 1-1 in Ohio Valley Conferto create a single touchdown in the
dings, dents or scratches.
ence play this season, and both
second half. Tech added 21 more
Despite Topps' and running back Nick teams are coming off a loss.
points to the scoreboard for a 42-21
Turner's injuries, the offense is still showIn last weekend's game. Murray
win.
ing some signs of rebounding, The Racers
State's junior quarterback Ken
The Racers has spent the week in
has to score when in the red zone. If it had Topps started the game by completpreparation for this weekend's anticconverted all four of its opportunities in ing 10-of-17 pass attempts for 107
ipated home game with defending
the Tennessee Tech game, the score
yards. Topps also scored his fl.l'St
champion
Jacksonville
State.
would have been much closer than it was.
touchdown as a Racer, evening the
Because there arc so many injuries.
The offense did record 475 yards of score 7·7 with 6:05left in the second
Pannunzio may have to make adjustments to the starting lineup.
total offense Saturday, 325 of those yards
quarter.
were through the air. Teams know we are
On the following kickoff, defen"I'm preparing like I'm going to
sive back Chris Fountain hit Tech's
going to try to run the ball, and they are
start," S:llyer said. "There's a good
keying off our running backs and Topps
Larry Shipp and forced a fumble at
chance I'm going to play even if I
when he is in the game. For the offense to the 21-yard line. Freshman Dominic
don't start. I'm going to be ready to
be successful, the quarterbacks will have
Spinks picked up the ball and ran it Junior quarterback Ken T opps scrambles for yards as junior play either way."
to throw the football with some type of into the end zone, increasing the wideout Jonathan Eiland watches during Saturday's game.
Pannunzio said the game is big for
success rate.
Racers lead to 14-7. Spinks' fumble Topps. who had been impressive
After Topps' forced exit, sopho- both teams. The Racers are 1-1
The team has two passing touchdowns
recovery for a touchdown was the throughout the first half, left the more Ryne Salyer took over the against jacksonville State with both
and only one of those came from an actu- first for Murray State in six years.
game when he rcinjured his shoul- quarterback position.
teams gcming a victory in its home
"Any time you score, it's the der. He did not return.
al quarterback throughout the four games
"I didn't have time to feel very stadium. He is hoping to take full
(Turner threw the other off a halfback same." Spinks said. "Any time you
"It was pretty disappointing get- much pressure," Salyer said. "You advantage of the home team support.
pass). This has to change going into Sat- can help your team by making a big ting hurt and knowing that I still feel nervous for the first couple
"For us to win, it's going to take a
urday's game with Jacksonville State. The play, it's good. It was a great momen- wanted to go out there and play," pla)'S, but after that, it':-; like any team effort," Pannunzio said. "Our
Gamecocks are coming off a loss to East- tum changer. Fountain made a big Topps said.
other game."
crowd has been good, and the crowd
ern Kentucky, which could smash any hit. He's all about making plays."
Pannunzio said two other key
Salyer went in and completed 16- has always been a part."
hope for a win, but these games are where
Then Tech put together two scor- players. running back Nick Turner of-.~1 pass attempts for 218 yards, but
The game starts at 6 p.m. on Facwe find out what teams are made of.
ing drives resulting in a 21-14 lead at and tailback Jon Harper. left the he was picked off three times.
ulty and Staff Appreciation Night
game with ankle injuries. Pannunzio
Depth will always be a problem, but if halftime.
The Racers managed to get the Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. All
the Racers can be somewhat healthy
The Racers could not catch a is unsure if the three men will play ball inside Tech's 20-yard line four faculty members can attend the
throughout the entire game Saturday and
break late in the second half as Saturday.
game with a guest for free.
times but only scored once.
get its offense on a roll, anything can hap- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - -- - pen. Our coaches have to find a way to get
the running game going and give Topps
as many touches as possible. Don't underuse him like Ohio State's Jim Tressel does
Last weekend, the worn· race for the first time in thc 23-runncr race with a finished third at 12:59, senior
Autumn Boaz
with Ted Ginn, Jr. With the ball in his
Staff Writer
en's team finL-.hed first at the three meets. Chavis said one time of 22 minutes, 27 sec- Megan Rainville came in
• hands, good things are bound to happen.
University of Tennessee runner remains injured.
onds. Freshman Mitch Shar- fourth at 13:18 and senior
The defense will have to step up, too, aboaz@thenews.org
Martin Invitational in Mar"The fact that they were ber tinished fourth at 23:40, Lauren Wilson placed fifth
but we all knew that coming into the seaAs the cross country sea- tin, Tenn., while the men able to get in there and run and feUow freshman Tommy with a time of 13:30. Senior
son, any game the Racers is in could be a
son
winds down, the men's lost a close battle for first. the race and come out Moore came in 14 seconds Lindsey Neeley finished
shootout. I wouldn't mind watching a
and women's teams hope to The men finished the race healthy was encouraging," later to hind a sixth-place eighth at 13:56.
scoring fest, but the bottom line is we
carry their trend of improve- with 29 points, which put Chavis said.
linish. Senior Anthony
Chavis said the practices
need to move the ball into the end zone.
ment into the last tWl) regu- them into second place
Assistant Coach Greg Colotti-Brown and freshman arc getting more intense as
If we get to the fmal quarter Saturday
lar season meets and ulti· behind host team Martin.
Storm also was pleased with Melvin Hnley rounded out the season winds down. but
night and haven't seen Racer One round
Because the men finished the teams but thought the thl! top five for the Racers.
the runners arc willing to
the track several times, some of us may be mately into the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship.
a mere two points out of men could have easily taken
On the girls side. freshman test their limits and arc perhoping the Terminator rolls in on his bike
Head
Coach
Dereck first, Chavis said the end over the first-place position. Alaina Zanin finished first in forming as well as expected.
with his shotgun in hand.
Chavis is just happy his run- result was not a disappoint"The performance was the women's two mile ruce
"They're looking forward
ners arc staying out of the ment. Injuries plagued both good overall, but some of the with a time of 12:19, 32 sec- to each race and each practrainers' room.
teams earlier in the year, but times could have been bet- onds ahead of the.• second tice to sec what they're capa"The big improvement last weekend, two previous- ter," Storm said.
place finisher. The women ble of," Chavis said.
Nathan Clinkenbeard i.~ the sports editor at
right now is that we have ly injured runners for the
Junior John Gorey led thl~ placed four of the top five
The next meet is Oct. 15 at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments everybody healthy," Chavis men's team were able to way for the Murray State spots in the 16-runncr rat·e.
the Evansville Invitational in
said.
1:reshman Kristen Heckert Evansville. Ind.
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
compete in a full four-mile men and finished second in

Statistics tell lie in Racers' loss to Tech
Where
When

Radio

Cross country teams show improvement at Martin
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Bass Anglers
taking fishing
seriously
The women's volleyball team bas been struggling through a
losing streak despite being ranked No. 4 in' the' nation in digs.

Defense not enough
for volleyball team
Dan Tepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@rhenews.org

The Murray State volleyball team
evened its record to 2-2 on Sept. 3
with a victory at home against
Youngstown State, but since have
dropped seven consecutive matches to fall to 2-9 this season.
"We just have to keep working
hard because we are young and still
learning," said Kelsey Hubert,
freshman setter. "We arc playing
five freshmen."
The defense is playing extremely
well, but the Racers is not competing up to par offensively.
Prior to two home matches
against Austin Peay and Tennessee
State. Murray State ranked fourth
nationally in digs per game at 19.55.
The Racers join the Governors and
Eastern Illinois as the three OVC
teams ranked in the top 30 in digs
per game.
"The defense has been playing
awesome, but we're having some
problems offensively," Hubert said.
The defensive consistency continued against Ohio Valley Conference rival Austin Peay on Friday in
Racer Arena, but the team could
not stri ng together enough offense
to get a win.
"We played really outstanding
defense but did not play well offensively," said David Schwepker,
Murray State head coach. "We need
everything to come together and
we aren't quite there yet."
The Racers finished the match
with 101 digs. Freshman libero
Heather Norris recorded a matchhigh 29 digs, and freshman outside
hitter Alison Mugler finished with a
double-double. Mugler had 21 digs
to go along with 13 kills.

Freshman middle blocker Lisa
For chee recorded 15 kills and junior
middle blocker Katie Kemczys
added 14. The two combined for
five errors. Hubert had a matchhigh 53 assists.
The Racers 1ooked to rebound
Tuesday against Tennessee State, a
program that once lost llO consecutive OVC matches. However, second-year coach Kathy Roulhac has
lead the program toward the right
path.
Roulhac's Tigers improved to 3-1
and sent the Racers to 0-4 in conference play after a 30·16, 30-21, 3026 win in Racer Arena.
Schwcpkcr knew his team had a
challenge at hand since the Tigers'
program has improved.
"They have always had good athletes, and this year, they went out
and got some good junior·collegc
players." Schwepker said. "We
knew early on that they would be
good."
The attack percentage tnld the
story of the match. The Tigers finished with a .301 percentage to the
Racers' .098.
Mugler and junior middle blocker Katie Kemezys each had eight
kills. Norris contributed a teamhigh 16 digs and Hubert had 24
assists.
Tennes!lec State impressed
Schwepker and knows his team is
still going through trials.
"They arc the best team in the
conference that I've seen so far."
Schwepker said. "We are still struggling with our passing and offense,
and we have just got to keep working it."
The Racers do not have another
home match until Oct. 20 hut begin
a four-match road trip starting at
Morehead State at 6 p.m today.

photos hv frin Cummins/The News

Freshman outside hitter Alison Mugler goes up for a kill in the
Racers' home match against Austin Peay Friday. Mugler w as
part of a highly regarded freshman class that had six players
from three states: fllinois, Ohio and Missouri.

Student-athletes donate books to third-world countries
Advisory council gives
children chance to learn
Tommy DUlard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org

Murray State student-ath·
letes are doing their part to
educate children in thirdworld countries by donating used books to school
systems in Africa~
The
Student-Athlete
Advisory Council donated
more than 1,500 books Murray State did not need.
"They're no longer being
used here, so we can no
longer sell them back to any
of the businesses that buy
back
textbooks,"
said
Rosanne Radke, SAAC staff
adviser. "We saw it as a
great opportunity to do
some good."
In the past, the athletics
department either recycled
the books or threw them
away.
SAAC P resident Casandra

Ersel. graduate student from
Watertown, Wis., $aid the
book donations are something SAAC would like to do
on a continual basis.
The SAAC decided to
help make a difference this
year. It donated the collected books to Better World
Books, an organization
based in South Bend, Ind..
that promotes literacy
around the world.
Radke estimated the cost
of the donated books was
between
$10,000
and
$20,000.
The SAAC is a commHtee
composed of one studentathlete rep resentative from
each varsity sport on campus, and its main purpose is
to promote communication
between the athletics office
and student-athletes.
"Not only is it a way for
the athletic department to
know the needs and wants

of student-athletes. but the
athletic department can also
let student-athletes know
some concerns that they
have, so it works both
ways," Rad ke said.
SAAC also has been
active in raising money for
Hurricane Katrina evacuees
at Camp WOW in Murray.
The organization collected
more than $1,500 at the Racers' home football opener
against Indiana State by
accepting money at the
gates and passing around
collcction buckets at halftime.
While pleased with the
response they received at
the game, the SAAC is not
done providing assistance.
Each student-athlete is
asked to contribute $1 to the
cause, and, with more than
400 student-athletes, the
committee expects to make
a generous donation.
Not only have studentathletes given their books
and money. but also their
time. The women's basketball team went to Camp

rm sure many of you who live on or
near campus sometimes get bored. and
look fo r something to do, right? Well. you
ought to look into some of the on-campus
sporting clubs. One of these clubs, for
example, is the Murray State Bass
Anglers.
The bass anglers is a group of guys'
who all share the same interest - competitive bass fishing. These anglers fish
the American Bass Anglers tournament
trail in the Collegiate Angler Scholarship
Tour, a special division designed just for
college fishing clubs.
The anglers that
are enrolled in the
CAST program are
eligible to fish in any
American
Bass
Angler Tou rnamen t
in th e region with no
entry fee for the competing
collegiate
angler. The CAST
anglers fish with the
regular ABA members, but they do not
compete
against
Warren
them. CAST anglers
only fish against
King
Outdoor
other CAST memColumnist
bers. To do this, one
has to join the American Bass Anglers for a fee of $25.
CAST members can compete in these
tournaments either as a boater, using
your own boat. or as non-boaters, fishing
out of the back of another ARA member's
boat. At the conclusion of every tournament, there is a weigh-in. and the heaviest weight of fish wins. In most tournaments, the anglers with the heaviest
weight win prize money, but in the CAST
program, anglers are rewarded with
scholarship money at the conclusion of
the season.
They keep track of thb with a point
system, and th e first-place finisher
receives 200 points. At the conclusion of
the ABA National Championship, the
points ar e tallied, and the CAST winners
arc announced.
T he fi rst-place fi n isher in points
receives the Angler of the Year award
land a $5,000 scholarship. The secoodlt
through fifth-place points leaders earn. a
$1,000 scholarship.
Two Murray State Bass Anglers hold
the top positions in the national points
standings with Brandon Roone in first
with 1,198 points and Scott Duckworth
nipping at his heels in second with 1,197
points.
The bass anglers also boast five anglers
in the top 25 points leaders in the nation
besides the first two spots Boone and
Duckworth occupy. The o ther MSU
anglers arc Kirby Vincent Watts, Don
Chalk and Michael Allen Lane.
T he ABA National Championship
takes place this week at the Red River in
Shreveport, La., and all the aforementioned anglers plan to attend.
If Boone and Duckworth hold on to
their points lead until the conclusion of
the National Championship, one of them
could be crowned Angler of the Year,
earning themselves scholarship money
and a prestigious place in Murray State
Bass Anglers history.
When this team returns home. they
deserve a proverbial pat nn the back for
the hard work and determination it takes
to compete well within these events.
They also have positively represented
Murray State on a national scale. Athletes in other sports get a lot of publicity,
but hardly anyone has paid attention to
what this club team has done so far this
fall.
So, if you are looking for something to
do. join one of the campus sports clubs
that interests you and see what you can
do for them and what they can do for
you.

photo wun~r of a1hlt.>tit.s dep.trtmcnt

Several student-athletes prepare boxes of books
to be sent to school systems in Africa.
WOW to prepare the camp
for the Katrina evacuees'
arrival.
The football team stopped
at an orphanage to spend

some time with needy children on its way to Mississippi for its season opener
~tgaiost Mississippi State
Sept. 3.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist for
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thencws.org.
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Sports ·Briefs...
Women's golf team struggles at Kentucky
after facing top-notch Division I schools
as she tied for 54th with a score of 23-over-par.
Senior Ashley Kelbough tied for 67th at 29over-par, and senior Julie Bennett finished
12nd at 35-over par. Bennett and Steenbergen
tied for the best round by a Racer golfer as
Bennett closed with a 79, and Steenbergen
began with a 79.
Juniors Christi Baron and Lauren Hughes
and freshman Bethany Yates also competed for
Murray State. The women placed in a tie for
73rd. 77th and 79th.
The women saved their best round for last
finishing with rounds of 331, 335 and 320.

The women's golf team faced a tough field of
top Division I schools at the Wildcat Fall Invitational in Lexington last weekend. The Racers
fmished 14th out of 15 teams, 105 strokes behind
the University of Florida.
North Carolina, Miami, host Kentucky and
Mississippi State rounded out the wp five
teams at the tournament played at the par-72.
6,003-yard University Club.
Eastern Kentucky was the only other Ohio
Valley Conference team that participated and
finished 13th.
Senior April Steenbergen paced the Racers

Wideout wins OVCNewcomer of Week
with stellar game agains~ Tennessee Tech
Eiland also has spent time this season returning kickoffs for the Racers as he is tied for the
most returns with senior running back Nick
Turner. He has returned five kicks for a total of
76 yards for a 15.2 average.
For the third time this season the OVC has
recognized a Murray State footbal l player in its
weekly awards. Turner was named Specialist
of the Week for his 91-yard kickoff return and
junior free safety Michael Sturgis was chosen
as Defensive Player of the W eck for the week
of Sept. 17.
Murray State continues its season Saturday
night at Roy Stewart Stadium against Jacksonville State.

Jbor wide receiver Jonathan Eiland w:'\s
named the Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer
of the Week Sunday after catching 10 pas~es
for 136 yards in a losing cause to Tennessee
Tech.
In the frrst four games of the season, Eiland.
noted for his speed, Leads the Racers in. receiving yards with 187 yards, and he is second in
receptions with 17. Senior Daniel Rumley leads
the team in receptions with 18.
Eiland, a Hattiesburg, Miss., native, became
the first Racer to record a 100-yard receiving
performance in 18 games when De Andre Green
caught seven balls for 141 yards in a 38-20 loss
to Eastern Kentucky Nov.l, 2003.

Freshman student-athlete Faculty, staff appreciation
ranks nationally in digs
set for Saturday's contest
along with volleyball team against Jacksonville State
Freshman libero Heather Norris has
proved early in the season why volleyball
Head Coach Dave Schwepker heavily recruited her.
Norris ranks No. 16 in the NCAA Division I
with 5.51 digs per game. The Naperville, Ill.,
native was ranked No. 28 last week and has
been as high as No. 14.
The volleyball team as a whole along with
Norris has been affective digging the ball.
Accor ding to the NCAA, through Sunday's
;games the Racers were ranked No. 1 in the
nation in digs per game with 20.20.
The -statistics do not include the team's
game against Tennessee State Tuesday night
as the stat has fallen to 19.76 digs per game.

I

The Athletic Department has named Saturday's game against two-time defending champion Jacksonville State Faculty and Staff
Appreciation Night.
All faculty and staff members are encouraged to attend the football game at 6 p.m.
under the lights of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Members can receive one free complimentary ticket to the game along with another ticket
for a guest. Any additional tickets cost $5. The
athletics department is also hosting a pre-game
cookout from 4 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. inside the stadium wall at field level for anyone wishing to
attend.
Meal tir.kets are free for faculty and staff
members and are $1 for a bruest ticket

acer,Football
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This Week
•Friday
.B attle of the Bands
7 p.m.. philanthropic
event sponsored by
Alpha Delta Pi. tickets
$5, doors open at 6
p.m., l.ovett Auditori-

Masculine traditions temper male sexuality
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

I'~

10 a.m., h OS t e d b y
Cnrecr Services, dress
professional nnd bring
rcsumc copies, for

If Justin Downing, junior from Benton,
had a question or problem concerning his
sex life, he would be more likely to turn to
a female friend than a male friend for
help.
''I could talk better with girls about sex,
probably because they know more about
women's minds than men do," Downing
said. "It's a matter of having insight into
the problem."
Downing said sex is a standard daily
topic of conversation for.him and his circle of friends, but he knows that for many
men, it is an uncomfortable topic to
broach with other males. He recognizes
the key differences between male and
female discussions on the topic.
"A female talking about sex would
probably talk about more emotion-based
aspects," Downing said. "Whereas for
t;uys, it's more of a lustful thing."
Be pointed out that the gender differences in sexuality only begin there.
''You can be a hero if you're a guy and
you sleep around," Downing said. "But if
you're a girl and you do the same thing,
you're considered a slut."
It seems national trends may support
this stereotypical double standard. The
National Center for Health Statistics
rcported in 2004 that 30- to 40-year-old
American men have an average of six to
eight sexual partners in their lifetimes,
and the women's average was about four.
Downing suspects the social acceptance of heightened male sexual activity,
particularly at the collegiate or adolescent
level, goes back to the societal and cultural expectations for males.
"I think it's a masculinity thing that's
passed down from generation to generation," Downing said. "Like for example,
my number of sexual partners doesn't
shock me at all, but if a girl had half as
many as I do I'd be like, 'Whoa. where've
you been?"'
He said masculinity is a major factor
that influences how males relate to one
another and how they function in sexual
and non-sexual relationships with
females.
''I'm personally very, very comfortable
with my sexuality, but again, lt goes back
to the masculinity thing," Downing said.
"Like, my dad wouldn'~ be that way. He
- -

'• Thursday _

sta«Report

Meeting

October brings falling leaves,
Halloween and the Hunter's
Moon Festival in the village of
Grand Rivers.
Named for the first full moon
after the harvest moon, this fourday festival includes live entertainment, children's activities,
crafts and a parade. The festival

Ulll

Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
International, "The
Agronomist."
free
admission,
Curris
Center Theawr

• Saturd ay_
Barrels and Roping
10 a.m., barrel racing
and team roping sponsored by the MSU
Rodeo Team, free
admission, EXPO centcr

Racer football
6 p.m., MSU vs. Jacksonville State at Roy
Stewart Stadium

Barrels and Roping
8 a.m., barrd racing
und team roping sponsored by the MSU
Rod<.'o Team, free
admission, EXPO center

.!Mon4ay
Grades due
10 a.m.. mid-term
grades due to Registrar's office in Sparks
Hall, grades will be
posted Tuesday for
undergraduates

• Tues.day
Meeting
4 p.m., Campus Activitks Board, Tennl•ssee Room, Curris
Center

•Wednesda

Fall Career Fair

:::£p:~"c~~~ Hunter's

1 p.m., Walt Disney
Worlu informational
ml•eting, learn about
Disney's
college
internship program,
Freed Curd Auditorium, Industry and
Technology Center

Gellder..;related treads
laseaaJfty
• SUsbtly more ~male$ dum ~
have 1Jltercout$e before they tutD
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• Men age 30 to 44 bave had an~
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~tfour.

graph it by Chia·l tung Chang/The News

wouldn't be as open as I am. I can hug my
friends and say certain things, and I am
secure in my sexuality. It has a lot to do
with my friends because we're all just
really comfortable with who we are."
Lance Lee. senior from Scottsville, seconded Downing's comments on masculinity.
''I think guys really can't be comfortable
with their sexuality because they are supposed to portray themselves as super
macho," Lee said. ''I'm more likely to talk
to a girl about my problems because they
like to talk more. Guys get together and
hang out, but they just don't talk with one
another."
Lee said the college environment can
be conducive to improving gender relations.
"I think being on a college campus really opens up a lot of people and maybe
puts men and women on a more equal
playing field," Lee said. "You can meet
and hang out with more different people,
not like in high school."
He suggested the root of many gender
relation problems could be found in male
masculinity stereotypes.
...1 think it can lead to guys not knowing
bow to approach women and even being
homophobic," Lee said. "Sometimes, I
think women have more mobility in what
they want to do because if a guy doesn't
conform to certain standards of what's
considered 'the norm,' be is ostracized.
Like if he doesn't play sports, for example."
B.J. Wilson, lecturer for multicultural
and gender studies, speculated the tradition of masculinity could be an explanation to a broad spectrum of male relational and sexual behaviors.
"There are a number of possible expla-

nations for these trends, and it docs have
to do with masculinity," Wilson said.
"There is some kind of myth that says for
men, heterosexual men at least, that perhaps there ls some kind of threat to the
idea of masculinity, when (thoughts on
sexuality) are exchanged. That is one
explanation."
Wilson said this tradition of masculinity is easily traced to the patriarchal nature
of American socit.>ty. In turn, the sexual
double standards between men and
women are merely cultural constructions,
byproducts of the expectations we place
on each gender.
Wilson said it would be difficult to
make a definitive statement about
whether the college environment has a
positive or adverse effect on these trends.
"Generally speaking, there is a culture
of a college campus that people come
into, but there are also subcultures. homosexual, bisexual, etc., that you have to
consider," Wilson said. "To what extent
the culture changes one's priorities or not
is kind of ambiguous. I'm unsure.
"The value ·systems students bring to
the new environment certainly affect the
way they function within that environment mtd perhaps the way they adapt or
don't adapt to that new social culture."
Another issue sexually active college
males, and some females, face is apathy
toward sexual health. Wilson suggested a
possible continued correlation with masculinity.
"Maybe it comes back to some kind of
relationship between apathy and masculinity, that there has to be a certaln kind
of attitude equated with masculinity,"
Wilson said. "It seems perhaps that would
be maladaptive, if it's contributing to this
pattern of indifference."

• Amo-. both men and women age
IS tO 44, about two-thirds have had
one sexual partner ill the last year.
Ten percent of the men and 1 percent ofthe women have bad three or
mo.-e partners in that tillle.
• AbOut 4 percent of men aad
described themselves as
hOJDQsexual or bisnual, but 14 per~ofwomen ~ l8 to Z9 reported at J#ast oa sexual ex~rienee
with another wotnan. more than
~men

twice the prop<Jrtion of yoUJI8 mea

who ~rted ~ m~ence.

Murray State's Health Services nffcrs
free sexually transmitted disease screenings for students, testing for infections
like chlamydia, gonorrhea and human
palpilloma virus. Health Services reported between July 2004 and June 2005, 35
men came in to be tested out of 430 total
tests administered.
Justin Downing said though he knows
where to go on campus if he bad a problem, he couldn't begin to list any of the
services available to male students.
"Guys in general aren't concerned
about sexual health," Downing said. "I
mean I've known guys who've had something and they knew about it, but they had
sex anyway because they really just didn't
care."
Downing said he would get tested if he
were concerned and has been tested
before.
"I wouldn't bust up in the Benton
Health Department because people know
me there, but I would get tested," Downing said. "One day, I want to have kids,
and that's serious stuff. That stuff could
mess you up for life."

Moon Festival offers collectibles, crafts, cuisine
started Thursday with the Little
Mr. and Miss Pageant for
infants to U-year-olds.
Today, vendors and
locals selling arts,
crafts, collectibles
and specialty goods
will fill downtown Grand
Rivers.
According to the Web site
grandrivers.com,
the Grand

Rlvers trolley will run from 4
p.m. until late evening, providing free transportation.
Instead of the trolley,
try another form of
transportation with a
horse and carriage ride
through the village. The
local shops will be open
throughout the weekend.
Local restaurants will have the

chance to cook up their specialities for the "Tuste of the Lakes"
Saturday.
Other events happening arc a
Halloween costume conte~t.
silent auction and the "Big
Parade" at 2 p.m.
Grand Rlvers is about a 50minute drive from Murray. Take
U.S. 641 to the North Purchase
Parkway ramp. Follow the park-

way, then merge on to Interstate
24 via exit 52A toward Nashville.
Take exit 31 toward Smithland/Grand Rivers and turn
right onto Ky. 453. Follow the
signs until you reach Grand
Rivers.
For more information about
othl'r festivals held in Grand
Rivers. call (888) 493-0152 or
visit www.grandrivers.com.

• Oct. l4
Fall Break
Classes dismissed

Bull Blowout
8 p.m., bull riding and
barrel racing, adults
$9. students, · $7, children under 12. $4,
EXPO center

• Oct. IS
Bull Blowout
8 p.m., EXPO center

Pet Sitting· House Sitting

Establisht.'d 1985

WE WILL TEND
Fidl>S, rdincs, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as well as any other

Derb's
BIITbeque
1111d FTied Pies

rurry or non-furry
critrers in their own

home environment!

North 12th Street, Murray
Locatea north of St. uo Catholic Church

• Tho! M-ty un ...... 9Mt>nil
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'*"9 thoro· it• tu.l·
o11j00od lli!Scc DOHC •OQH t.t> ~
rncwe than hohJ Itt own lrt r••fflc..
motw '"" ' ' -

Menu

•

Pulled Pork Sandwiches $2.25

Internet

$9.95nm
• ~t;Jnt Messaging • K•p yotlf buddy llltl
• 10 t-mallldd'"'" with Wtbmalll
• FREE lecnnocal Support
• Custom Star1 Page · Nw<s, Weather & mcnl

("f:,-;;;6X laster!J
..___ _ _ _ J&lsiiJ tnOilJ

Sign Up Online I www locaiNtt.com
~~

cahT~&s-r

Loca/Net.

759·2575

Roilable lntNrwt Acr"" Sortcc !994

f

Ther•·~~ room f01 r-.o aboard ttw
u.iosty, lltooo'l .,... two cubic
of lociMtlo .,.._ ...- tftot

bo9<~"'oyOHI.

-DAILY SPECIAL-

• 41mm '"'~• big

wtt..lo and

sandwich, chips, drink

$3.50
pullea pork by the pound $6.00
Fountain soft drinks
$1.00
ZINGER FRUIT DRINK $1.50

CQIII-rido.

•

Tho~ty...,..¥oltlt•....,.cftlto

-
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-FRIED PIESIlPPI~ pe11c~

chocolllte
coconut lemon
11.50

Discount
tor Murray State Stuaents with stuaent 1.0.
IO%

r•~jol

..... provicM • """""· """"'"' and

''Th~ f'ttn

Start.\ Hut>"

HWY 94 EAST
MURRAY. KY • 753·8078
www.townandcountrymotorsports.com
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Boston's boy band hybrid bursts onto scene with 'Imrie House'
Review
Assistant Lifestyles Editor Elizabeth Cawein writes the music
reviews.
They're cute, they're young,
they harmonize, they play their
own instruments and they're
all graduates of Berklee School
of Music. Even in his wildest
fantasies, NSYNC and Back·
street Boys puppet-ma!iter Lou
~ Pearlman
couldn't
have
dreamed The Click Five into
being.
The boys had the No. 1 mostdownloaded song on iTunes in
August with their single "Just
; the Girl," which shortly
• became a Gold-certified digital
• single. The Click Five's debut
album, "Greetings from the
Imrie House," didn't waste any
time on the charts, either,
entering the Billboard Hot 100
at No. 15, the highest chart
. debut by a new rock band in
2005.
So, who are these clean-cut,
harmonizing. parent-friendly,
pop-rock-playing white boys?
And why has every magazine
from Rolling Stone to Details
to Entertainment Weekly heralded this album as the next big
thing in pop music?
You would be hard-pressed
to pick just one reason.
Though it would be easy to
label Boston's the Click .Five as
a "boy band," there are some
key differences between these
guys and the crooning pre-

t

ourtesy oi Capitol Records

The CUck Five is Eric DUI, vocals and rhythm guitar; Ethan Mentzer, bass and vocals; Joe Guese, lead guitar
and vocals; Ben Romans, keyboards and vocals; and Joey Zehr, drums and vocals.
pubescent teen boys of the
mid-1990s.
The Click Five has found the
magical
middle
ground
between teenybo~per pop and
legitimate soft pop-rock that
features instruments other
than those synthetically created by a mixing board in the stu·
dio. The band has the vocal talent and catchy hooks of any
pre-manufactured pop creation, but with well thoughtout beats, rhythms and instrumental riffs underneath - not
to mention harmonies so rich

they rival Brian Wilson's origi·
nal Beach Boys arrangements.
The band's collaborations on
"Imrie House" illustrate this
juxtaposition of styles perfectly. KISS's Paul Stanley cowrote "Angel to You (Devil to
Me)," which also features Elliot
Easton of '80s rockers the Cars.
Easton offers his talents in the
form of a stirring guitar solo.
Fountains of Wayne's Adam
Schlesinger penned "Just the
Girl" and "I'll Take My
Chances," one of the album's
stand-out tracks. A slower

song, but by no mean$ a ballad,
the track showcases the band's
vocal strength without falling
to the fate met b}' many a pop
crooner.
"Friday Night" is another
song not to be missed, both for
its feature of the lead guitar
and a strong batch of lyrics that
transition smoothly into an
addictive bridge.
Other stand-outs are "Lies," a
Thompson Twins cover, and
"Say Goodnight," the latter of
which shatters the very principles of the boy-band formula

by lasting almost five minutes.
"Gn·etings from the Imrie
House" is genuinely a breath of
fresh pop air. The Click Five is
doing what Fountains of
Wayne and Bowling for Soup
have tried to do before them,
but it seems certain they wiU
be known for more thnn just
one novelty hit.
After the success of "Just the
Girl," the band's second single,
"Bittersweet" is already working its way into CD players of
adolescents and college stu·
dents alike and is receiving fair

rotation on top 40 radio.
The group's work with Elliot
Easton of the Cars is telling.
The Click Five's style and what
it is attempting to do in the
context of the current musica.l
climate is similar to what the
Cars did in the '80s. With continued persistence and concern
for constant improvement and
evolution, the Click Five could
be around for another nine or
10 years and have a few dozen
noteworthy songs under its
belt when all is said and done.
If the band allows itself to
grow musically, and its second
album isn't an identical twin to
the first, ''Imrie House" could
be the beginning of a beautiful
friendship between the Click
Five and pop music. I sincerely
hope the band does this,
because its music is an addktive drug, potent enough to
convert even those with boy
band allergies. The disappointingly short album may be
through before you even realize you were bumming along to
the latest pop sensation.

!'!'!'
---

No note: only if you're desperate.

One note: worth a listen, but
don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try
before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

L T en Thousand Fists
Disturbed
2. Have A Nice Day
Bon }ovi
3. Late Registration
Kanye West

1. Flight Plan

1. The Hitchhiker's Guide T o
The Galaxy (Widescreen)

1. Anansi Boys

televislonwithoutpity.com

Neil Gniman

2. The Hitchhiker's Guid e
To The Galaxy (Full Screen)

4. So Amazing: An All-Star
T ribute To Luther Vandross

4. Just IJ.ke Heaven

Jennifer Weiner
3. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
4 . The March
E. L. Doctorow

Various Artists

5. The Exords m of Emily

1. Gold Digger
Kanye West featuring Jamie
Foxx
2. Shake it Oft'
Mariah Carey
3. Like You
Bow Wow featuring Ciara
4. Photograph
Nickel back

S. Guilty Pleasures

Rose

S.MyBumps

Television Without Pity features humorous weekly recaps
of TV shows in every genre,
ranging from drama to comedy
to realiry. Each episode is rated.
and visitors to the Web site are
invited to rate, as well There
are also forums that allows
users to comment on their
favorite episodes and series and
argue about the fmer points of
plotlines and sitcom script writing.

Barbara S.tt.eisand ....,...

-

2. Serenity
3. T he Corpse Bride

~ .J,o

-- :r'he Black Eyed Peas
Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

• Web site

2.~ghtNobody

3. Fever Pitch (Widescreen )

4. Fever Pitch (Full ~reen)

5. On Beauty
7..adie Smith

..,J ""'...... .J

Source: Billboard.com

S. 1..Toy Story (lOth Annivec- J
sary Edition)

"'-. .

.4 .._,...,

Source: Billbo.1rd.com

Source: nytimes.com

1608 Highway 121 N
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Congratulations Marianne Stonefield for
competing in the Murray Idol semifinals
as a Hart College representative.

from your friends at
TI-IEMurray

'W here everyone deserves a one hour vacation,

767-0045
866-505-0045

We're celebrating
all teachers!
October and November
One hour full body massage

$35

NEWs

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
Club Udet 19HP 42- inch cut riding
lawnmower. Series 1000, LT 1042. Pur·
chased May 15, 2005. ComtS with J.
year extended protection plan. L~
than 20 hours of .actual usage. $1,200.
753-1176.
Bolens 3.5 HP gas edger Briggs .and
Str.atton motor, 9.inch blade, #2SA
550A163. Retail!. (or $199. Selling for
$100. 2934377.
Building Sale! La~t Chancel 20x26 Now
$3955. 25x30 $4980. 30x40 $6965
40x60 SI 1,850. Many Others. Met.'b
high snow and wind. One end includ·
ed. Piont'<'l l-800·668-5422.
Sawmills- $2,795- LumberMate-2000 &
Lumbcrlite-24- Norwood lndustrie)
also manufacture~ utility ATV .Jttachments, log skidd<'~, portable board
edgers and forestry equipment.
www.norwoodindu,tries.corn
free
lnfomlJtion: 1-80().578-1363 ext.300N
Pole Bam Blow Out 30x50~ 10 Onlr.
$6,795. rree DeliveJy. Painll>d mE'ta ,
slider. 24x40x 10 only $4,995. 937-559·
5405 n.Jtion_wid<'Polcbarns.cjb.nc~
AUCTION: lOam, October 14 & 15;
Selling equipment surplus to Their
Needs American Union 8o1ler; Hurri·
cane, \NV; Resource Marketing, Inc. AI
Thompson, \NV Lic4'438; 1-800-528·
1246; WY.W.rmiauctions.com
For Sale- Two-Story brick ofi1ce building in Frankfort, near 1-()4/US 127.
Approx. 2300 square fe<'t , Internet
wired. Large conference room, seven
indi11idu.11 oftkes, 4 half-baths. kitchenette. P~rt of ot(ice building complex.
For salt• by ownl'r. Immediate ()(:cupancy. Call 502-223·8821 8am·5~ M:_F.
TanninK Salon: L05t my le.J~l'~ Selling all
equir.rnrnt includinH Mystic T.m. See
dcta1b at wW\\',tanclty.netibt•c:k Save
big.: 859·396-9833 or 859-396-34!6
Commercial Propt>rty Auction in
Franklin Kentucky. Saturday 10115,

1Oam. 34 .Jeres 111 14 tract5- 5 minutes
from 2 industrial p.100., 15 minutes south
uf BG, KY. Ron Kirby, Jr ._ucti()ll('('f'
v.v.w.crye-leikeauctiont-er.;.cum

-

-

HELP WANTED
•• Guerilla Mad!dilllt'Promoten needmt Leiwre Toun n..eils students to promote our Spring Break travel packages
on ampus

an(f with local
Ex~lent hy! 800-83U202.

vendon.

CEO, M,magernent par1nf?fW ln11estors
wantro bv KY LLC developing nationwide fran,hise plans. Rare ground floor
opportunity fOI' ambitious, qualifiro per·
sons. $25k min1murn require-d. 502·
569-1965
Professional Vend1ng Route. Coke, Lays,
Hershey. Water. No Gimmicks, Great
Equip/ locations. $7,500 down. We
finan~·e. 877-843-8726
Air Traffic. Control. No exp. needed: we
train. ItS grads 17· 34. GJ"e.Jt pay, benefits. Must relocate. Call M·F 600-2846289
~----------------Accoont Executive B.'lnkcard 80k-t20k
potent1.1l. $49.90 monthly on a 48·
month lease pa~s $1500 & residual
commiS$ionsl Seli Startf?f/ NO Invest·
ment necess<~ry. Call 888·2876033ext.302. www.merl.hJntcooperative.com
Franchise Sales: Potential to earn S:!Ok
per mo/ comm. www.realryworld.com
Call Joni 248-680-0708
Golf Busincs~. Play lots of golfll'lay better golf. Colt foe charities & earn awesome inco~l Play the Rest Courses!
For dt>t.1ils call 2417. 800-709-46tl4
$1 .10-$1.14 avt.'f.1ge per mile! Home
weekt-nds! :-to iorcl-d dispatch! Owner
operators needed! Call Max 0 T&T 1·
800-511-0082
A Penny saved Is A Pt>nny Earned I!! As
an owner· operator, we underStand how
the rising 'ost of fuel affe< ts you. However, wtien you po~rtner with one of the

largest tlecb in thl' industry, you save
money on expenSl'S ~uch a~ fuel and
Increase your earnings. Purchao,e luel at
a discounted rate wiihin our network of
over 150 fuel cent~ and receive a iud
~urchdlg~· that 1~ adJusted each week to
keep up WJlh rising 00$1S. This fuel sur·
charge is paid on all miles- both loaded
& ~"'llpry- and iud CO!>ts arc deducted
irom your weekly settlement, In addi·
tion, we ofiL'f paid plates & pt'fmits, discounted tires & shop SCf'lliccs, full vol.
untary benefits. and~. there's no force
dispah.:h. With all these SAV£0 Pennies.
you'll f:ARN ovPr $1 per mile! Call
today to team more... 1-877-452-5627.
eoe. Subj to dis. 3 rnos class-A cxp.. req.
Accepting Train('('S lor Werner, Swift,
CR Engl.mcl, oth<•rs! 16 day COL! No
mo~ down, student financing! Tuition
reimbursement ava1l. lob placement
asst. Mon·Sun 1·800-883-0 171 x6
Act NO'.... Drivers- rlatbed, Bulk Tank
and Refrigerated divlsJons. Perfomlance
based r)<)y. Experience Operators. lnderwndent Cuntr.Ktors or Con1pany Dri·
vers. CDL Instruction Program :wadable.
800-771-6318. \W.W.priml'inc.com
Air Road f.xpre.' GUARANTEf.S 5,000
miles p.1id per w<••:kl Ovvner Operator
& Company TEAMS Great home tim&'
FSC, No touch freight, no cast coast.
800-899·1812

Dri: Chvnl'r Oper,1tors· Flatbed D«licat·
edl Pull our trailers!! Immediate openIngs! Great pay! Small tl('(.'IS welcome!
Company dri\er f>O!ollions also ava1l·
.Jble! 000·611-3763
Driver· $2,7$0 Sign-on •Orientauon
pay, •Eam up to $49,000 1st yr, "Benefits 1~t of month Jfter 30 day~, •Predict.1ble home limP- CDL-N b rnos
OTR. JIX LogistiCS 877-687-5617 (7

w~ w~-------------

1

Driver- Covenant Tr.msport. Excellent
pay & l)('ncfits lor ex1x•riencod drivers,
010, sol~. teams & graduate students.
Bonuses available. Refrigerated now
avall.lhle. 888-MORE-PAY !888·6673729!

Driver: Earn $800· $1, I00/ Week.
Regional flatbed, home every Wt'<•kendl
Ana, 1·1 tirn<"J WtlCkly! Class-A CDL
and 6 months tractor/ trailer experience
requil't'(l, W;1bash Valley Transport.ltion,
www. \wto111ine.a•m 800-2 46-6105
Drivers- free XM Radio, Pre-pass. Tri·
pac Gcncrat(J(5! No touch, No hazrnat.
Great p;.y, Benefit~, Homet1mcl 2 vrs.
OTR. Cl~\s-A CDL. 800-963-Hf>~ exl.
227 \VWW.riversi<ktransport.oom
Drivers- Online tran.~rt Is currently hiring. 01 R driVt.'IS. Good milt!'> and some
can be horne wcckt•nds. Pay plu~ bonus
JX.'I' diem. Benefit!>, assigned equipment,
choice dispatch. Drivers must have 1
year rt'Cent OTR el\pericncc and clean
MVR Callll66-543·12Vi press nption 5
for Cindi or Angie, Of apply online.
www.onl111etran~.rorn
_ _ __
Drivers· Owner Oper.llors nl>t'tlr·d! Avg.
.93 to S1.07 per milt• We otf<'r Itt'<' bast•
plate, permits & qual-comm. No touch
fre1ght. Plus morel 1-877·613· 6385
x286
Drivers: Owner Operators; Tractors
S1.53 +FSC, Straight Trucks S1.15
S1.35 +FSC. free QuJicomml Tnp Pak.
Sign-on lrKentives. Call Tri·St.lte Expedited 888-120.5414

Go home this weekmd! WI' pay what
you desmet $.46/milel Homcti!Tlf' you
ncP<I! Grc.lt Truck~! Blue Crow' Blul"
Shield! Dt•ntal! 401k! Beliew it! Hear1·
land
[xprer.s
1·800-441-4953
www.h<lartl.indcxpr~com_
lmmedi.lte Opening.'>. Louiwilll' and
Georgetown KY ar«>~l. Class-A ,md AH
Drivers. Yard Jockt')', Local Deliveries,
Regional run~ and tc,Jm runs. Choo!>e
your lo.1ch. No iorn'tl dispiltt h. (2 yr
rl.-cent cxp required!. 866-270·2665
www .nlxlriV<'rs.com

EDUCATIONAl
1'-:eed a job? CR England is hiring In your
area. Company Sponsored 16 day CDL
Training Available. No experience

Nc~l. Call

fod.1y! 1· ROO-J98·'!908

tarn Dl.ogr(•e onlir.e frorn homl'. "Medir;al, •BuslnL'SS, •f'aralt.ogal. •Computer.
Job placement assistmce. C~er &
financi.tl .ud 1f qu.Mr. 866·6.18-2121
www.onllne!idf"walt•l1l'Ch.com
Airline Mt.'Chamc· Rapid trainmg for
high pJylng career. FM predicts severe
shortage. FAA .!ppruwd. lob plan•ment
<!~Sist.1nCI!, AIM 1•llflll·.l49-5387.

TRAVEl
~rin~t Break W.tbsikl Low prices
~teed. Free Meals & fret' Drink
IJool,; 11 peQple, ~t 12th trip free!

Group discounts for 6+ www,Spriq-

BreakDiscoWltMl:lm or ~Ww:c::
Iours.com or 800-83U202.

~pring

Break 2006 with Student Travel

~ices to Jamaica, Me•ico, Bahamas
and Aorid.l. Are you connectedl Sell
rips. Eam Cash & Travel fret"! ~I for

group di~<ount~. lnfo/Reserv;ations
800.648·4849 www.btstravel.corn.

CHERRY BLOSSOM COLI At'D
COUNTRY ClUB. ~~tgetown. Golf
Digest vott'tl u> lx~ place:; to play
20041 Join us for your next round/outing. 5p<.-<ial MPmhero.hip avdilable.
502-570.'.1849!

HEALTH
family Hcahhcare w/~ription plan!
$f>CJ.'l5/ mo. Ndtiomv1d<: Covf?fagt>, No
limitations. lndudt·s: Doctors, D1•ntal,
Vision, !Insp. & MoiC. LveryonC! ~ccept·
ro! eau: wee 800-288·9214 t.'Xt.2332
Are you the iatherl 1OQ•;u .1ecurate
AABB atcmdited l<~u test ior $2()5 with
or without the mothl!r Fa~r result~. Toll
Free1 -888-87S-7574 D:-!A TestingCf'ntre.corn

SERVICES
An Atiord 1ble .Jnd KNut1ful wedding
ch.lpC'I in l.lw Smoky Mountains. Christ-

ian ceremony, picture., video, fluwers,
rnus1c S1b5. Formal wear rcnt.ll also
available . www . weddingbcfbinthesmokies.com. Call1·800-9222052

MISC.
Gun & Kn1ie Show! NEW SHOW! Oct.
8·9. Sat. CJ.s & Sun. I0-4. Lexington, KY
Heritag<' llJII at Lexington Center. Buy·
Sell- Trade. Info: (563)927-8176
Attention tlorneownt'~: Display homes
wanted ior vinyl siding, win~, roofs.
Easy crt'(fit tenm. No paymmts until
2006. Starting at $99 momh. ull 1600-251·0843
SSCASHSS Immediate cash for structured settlements. annuities, law suit,
1T1041g.1gc notes & Cash 110\~~:.. JG Wentwortli #I 1-800-794·7310

----------

Hunt Elk. RP<I Stag. Whitetail, BuffaloSea~n ~ns 5/31/06. Guaranteed
Hunting license SS. We haV<' a nogame, no-pay policy. Call days
(314)209·9600, Evenings (314)2930610.
Indian ArtlfdCt Show· Court D.1y Weekend, Ott. 14. 15, 16. MI. Sterling KY.
Buy, Sell, Trade. Bring your artifact colledion~. Tables available. Info. 859499-0999
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The October, Saiph help Murray State 'Rock for Relief'
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorchcutt@thenews.org
Mix music and hurricanes,
and out comes Rock for Relief,
an alternative rock benefit for
Hurricane Katrina victims that
Kappa Alpha Order and
Gamma Epsilon Tau sponsored.
The idea came from the
minds of Justin Seeley, junior
from Murray, and Gross
Magee, faculty adviser for the
organizations. They decided to
host the event because they
were dissatisfied with the
relief effort for Hurricane Katrina.
"I was fairly upset that
things were progressing slowly
nationally and regionally,"
Magee said.
Magee and Seeley began
making phone calls, convincing
businesses to donate goods and
services to the Katrina cause,
and Innovation Printing and
Graphics agreed to print the
Rock for Relief tickets.
Murray State let the groups
use Lovett Auditorium, and
two bands, Saiph and The
October, offered to play for
free. Al Grant, assistant engineer at WKMS, and Mark
Sbeere, campus electrician,
also volunteered to work the
sound booth.

courte~y of Kappa Alpha Ord('r

Dustin Burnett, lead sl.ager for The October, plays the guitar with his teeth during
the cooc:ert Saturday. Kappa Alpha Order and Gamma Epsilon T au raised more
than $1,600 for the Red Cross and hurricane reUef.
"Everything is coming out of
the people's pockets who are
doing it, or it's being donated,"
Magee said. "Every penny
raised goes to the victims."
GET and .KA did their part to
help hurricane relief, too.
Magee recruited KA members

to sell tickets and move equipment the night of the concert.
GET, the national printing
honors society, printed staff
shirts and concert posters. A
group of people from both
organizations volunteered to
serve as concert bouncers, call-

ing themselves Team Swayze.
"(We were) there to make
sure everyone has a good time
and honor the memory of the
movie 'Road House,"' said Jon
Burris, sophomore from Paducah.
GET member and benefit co-

creator Justin Seeley personally designed the shirts and
posters. He volunteered to
conduct the event as Rock for
Relief emcee.
"I was watching CNN, and
everything that was happening
in New Orleans it affected me,"
Seeley said. "And I felt like I
bad to do something."
Saiph band members dressed
in jeans and T-shirts and
wielded guitars or drumsticks
to open the concert. Vocalist
and guitarist Mark Hays spit
out
random
comments
between their fast tempo
songs.
"I wet the bed two months
ago when my girlfriend was in
it, and I was sober," Hays said
at the concert.
While the band played songs
such as their Halo inspired
track, "One Pop Stop", their
assistants handed free Saiph
CDs to the crowd.
"We're giving these CDs
away," Hays said. "We figured
that if you knew that I wet the
bed, then you wouldn't buy
them."
After Salph wrapped up their
set, The October took stage
wearing everything from red
velvet jackets to white T-shirts
and ties.
Dustin Burnett, the vocalist
and lead guitarist, danced
around stage in mismatched

shoes with "OCT" spelled on
his guitar in duct tape.
The October's set varied
from slow, melodic songs to
fast, head-banging numbers
that urged the band to jump
around stage.
"I just love to do it, as dumb
and cheesy as that may sound,"
Burnett said. "So, any time that
I'm presented with an opportunity, I only have one level, and
that's go."
Rock for Relief is the second
Hurricane Katrina benefit The
October has played. The first
was at The Four Rivers Center
in Paducah.
"1 think the reason why I'm
so motivated toward this is
becnuse I have a best friend
from collegl.' whose family
lives in Mississippi, and they
lost two houses," Burnett said,
"So, it's personal for me more
or less."
Although fewer than 100
people attended Rock for
Relief at $10 a ticket, KA and
GET managed to raise more
than $1,600 for their cause and
please some fans in the
process.
Gross Magee hoped to raise
funds somewhere between
$1,000 and $20,000 to donate to
the Red Cross. F.ven though
Rock for Reliefs proceeds
leaned toward the low end,
they still helped the cause.

·Philanthropy event raises more than $1,000 for play therapy for kids
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org
Skies over the intramural
field were filled with flying
disks as Sigma Sigma Sigma
hosted an ultimate Frisbee
tournament for this year's
Play-A-Tbon
philanthropy
event Friday.
Mary Harmon, philanthropic
co-chair for the Play-A-Thon
event, said this year's fundraiser was different.
"We thought that since
Greeks are competitive, we
would try something different." said Harmon, senior from
Edwardsville, ru. "I think (ultimate frisbee) is just growing

on college campuses."
Harmon got the idea to sponsor a sporting event after other
Greek organizations bad success with sports tournaments
last year. She chose ultimate
Frisbee after seeing people
play the sport during summer
break.
Kellen Allen, sophomore
from Harrisburg, Ill., said the
event was changed from the
annual cookout to help the
sorority's philanthropy.
"This year, we wanted to
change it to try to raise a little
more money and get the campus <roP.re involve<.p." s!li~
Allen, philanthropic co-chair.
"We really just wanted to do
an event that hasn't been done

before. We just wanted to go
for a sport that a lot of people
would be interested in."
Although the event was
designed to let students have a
good time, the real reason for
the event was to support the
Robbie Page Memorial
According to the T ri-Sigmas'
Web site, the Robbie Page
Memorial was established in
1951 after the sorority's national president Mary Page's son
died of polio.
The memorial's mission has
evolved from searching for a
cure for polio to helping chil·
dren overcome illness and
injury · through play therapy,
Allen said.
"(The program) incorpo-

rates more pia~ time and ...
makes (recovery) as fun as
possible and easy as possible,"
Allen said. "It's just a way for
the children to get through
what has been going on."
She said events help to
showcase the positive things
Greek organizations can do for
the community~
"I think every individual
should ·be focused on helping
out the community," Allen
said. "I think organizations
(with philanthropic programs)
make it a lot easier."
Brittaney Hall, public relations co--chair, said to help ere·
ate diversity on the roster,
three divisions were created in
the tournament.

"There (was) a residential
college division. a fraternity
division and a sorority division," Hall, senior from Florence, said.
Sigma Sigma Sigma raised
$1,143 for the Robbie Page
Memorial.
All o( the proceeds went to
play therapy programs for hospitals in Chapel Hill, N.C., and
Dallas.
Harmon said the sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma have been
able to visit the hospitals and
witness in person the cause for
which they are working.
"It is really kind of nice and
overwhelming," she said. "We
get huge thank yous from the
hospitals all the time."

• SorQrjty Dlvtiloo
Alpha Sigma Alpha
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The deadline for turning in undergraduate degree

applications for graduation in May 2006 is November 2005.
Steps to follow In applying for, graduation:
• Complete a "Request for undergraduate degree packet" in
the Ist floor lobby of Sparks Hall (It may also be found on the •
Registrar's website).
• Pick up the degree packet from the Registrar's office in one
week. Bring a photo 1.0.
• Meet with your advisor to obtain signatures and substitution
forms, if necessary
'\

J

• Pay the $20 degree fee in the cashier's office (2nd floor of
Sparks Hall).

Return the completed packet, with degree fee receipt, to the
reception desk in the I st floor lobby of Sparks Hall by the
November I deadline.
Graduation meetings for May 2006 candidates will be held in the Curris
Center Theatre on the following dates. Graduation requirements, degree
checks, and conferral of degrees will be discussed during these meetings.
Monday, O ct. I0
I I:30 a.m.
Tuesday, October 18 3:30 p.m.
'

• DecerTibeJr 2.005
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a (270)·762.-3778 or Megan Sho

I

u
t s
co tact
at (l 0)-762-5630

Questions may be addressed by e-mailing graduation@murraystate.edu
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Wednesday, Oct. 12
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Curris Center third floor
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$1,000 Sign-On Bonus
Base Salary plus Commission Pay Plan

Awarded No.1 fastest growing
company in the region
by Busi'ness First!
WHAT WE NEED:
Top students looking for a fast-paced career. To sustain our explosive growth, we are seeking highly
motivated and driven individuals to join our sales
force as certified mortgage bankers. Applicants
should be competitive, sales oriented individuals
with a strong desire to succeed and earn a six figure
mcome.
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Career Services invites
Murray State students
to biannual Career Fair
The Career Services office
would like to welcome each of
you to our annual Fall Career
Fair.
To our students, we have
attracted an impressive group
of employers that are looking
for a large number of students
from a variety of backgrounds.
For the employers, we are confident you will be impressed
with our students' credentials.
There will be about 100
recruiters representing not
only the service industry but
manufacturing,
msurance,

health care, fmancial, graduate
schools, for-profit and nonprofit organizations. There will
be something for everyone, so
please come by the Curris
Center third floor from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. to meet these
recruiters and many Murray
State alumni.
We look forward to seeing
you Wednesday.

Career Services

WHAT WE DO:
First Omni Mortgage Lending is a privately owned
mortgage bank based in Louisville that closes more
than $400 million in residential mortgage loans each
year. We are a residential lender with lending capabilities in all 50 states and a proud partner o
LendingTree.com.

Interviews will be conducted ·at the
Fall Career Fair
See us October 12th or
e-mail Y.o ur resume to
resumes@ 1omni.com

Orville Herndon/guest

Named the No. I fastest growing company in the region
BIISin~ss

First 1004

Pictured above is the Career Services staff: (back left to right)
Shirley Martin, KHEAA coordinator, Ross Meloan, director of
Career Services, Donna York, administrative secretary, (front left
to right) Gina Winchester, assistant director of Career Services,
Brooke Harris, career counselor, and Marlo Rhodes, Career
Services specialist.
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Recruiter List ·
Adecco Employment Services
Adtran, Inc.
Air Uquide
American Cellular, Verizon Wireless
Ameriprise Financial
Applebee's International
BB&T
Becker CPA Review
Briggs & Stratton
.
Bristol Broadcasting (WKYQ, Double Q, ~lectric 96.9 WLLE)
CGB Enterprise, Inc.
CNA Insurance
Cargill
Cayce Mill Supply
Cintas
Coca Cola Bottling Co. of Paducah/Hopkinsville (The)
Commonwealth Health Corporation
Decatur Police Department
East Tennessee State University
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Fastenal
First Omni Mortgage Lending
First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc.
Four Seasons Sales & Service, Inc.
Ftanklin Police Department
Gerdau Ameristeel
Hardin Memorial Hospital
Harrah's
Hawkins Research
Healthcare Services Group, Inc.
Heritage Bank
Jewish Hospital
Kemper CPA Group
Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance Companies
Lourdes Hospital
Lowe's
Lowe's of Paris
Mary Kay Cosmetics Independent Beauty Consultant
McWhorter School of Pharmacy
Merck & Co., Inc
Middle Tennessee State University
Murray Calloway County Hospital

..

Murray State University Career Services Office
Murray State University Graduate Studies
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc.
Parkview Nursing and Rehab Center
Peebles Depart'ment Store
Pella Corporation
Pepsi MidAmerica
Perdue Farms Incorporated
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy (Rotech Healthcare Inc.)
Quadtech, Inc.
Ray Bell Construction Company
Regions Financial Corporation
RiverValley Behavioral Health
Royster-Ciark, Inc.
Saint Joseph HealthCare
Saint Thomas Health Services
Sherwin Williams Co.
Social Security Administration
Stephen Ministries Saint Louis
Summit Consulting
TempsPius
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency
The Mosaic Company
Training Resource Center
Trover Foundation
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army Recruiting
U.S. Navy
University Hospital
University of Kentucky
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
Vulcan Materials Company
WHOP AM/FM - Hop Broadcasting, Inc.
WKMS-FM
Waddell & Reed
Walgreens
Walt Disney World
Washington Center, The
Webasto
Wells Fargo Financial
Western Baptist Hospital
Western Kentucky University
Youth Villages
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Llndsay Thatcher, Murray State alumna, talks to Shane Huff, Wells Fargo
representative, at the the Fall2004 Career Fair. The biannual career fair
offered students a chance to speak with companies about possible future
employment. Students also had the chance to network with rcpresenta·
tives for other possible job opportunities.

• BOlo differen
evening shi
•

Fair offers potential
for students, alumni
to gain opportunities

100/o diffe

night shift .
• Tuition .........,. .. :;-·.-..........._
availa

Join us at the
MSU Fall career Fair
Wed., Oct IZ, zoos.

Murray State's Fall Career Fair
is an excellent opportunity for
students and alumni from all
areas of study to gain valuable
networking and career or
internship opportunities.
For students and alumni to
take advantage of these opportunities, it is imperative that
each career fair attendee is fully
equipped.
The essential tools that each
career fair participant should
possess reaches beyond a professional business suit and a
positive attitude. Listed below

is a career fair checklist that
contains tips and information
on how students and alumni
can make the most of the career
fair experience.
• Before attending a career
fair, it is crucial that you review
the list of employers attending
the event. Highlight several
companies that are of interest
to you, and conduct research on
each company. Important information
that
should
be
researched consists of company
see ATTENDEES I 5
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Body language just as important in interviews
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

As graduates start the interview process, sometimes the
most important things communicated to an employer do not
come from the mouth. They
come from the body.
Body language is just as crucial to an interview as the spoken answers are to various
questions, said Ross Meloan,
director of Career Services.
"The first impression is
exceptionally important in a job
interview,"
Meloan
said.
"Employers talk about not having too much perfume on or
when smokers reek of smoke.

It's very important that regretfully some of the life choices we
have made can affect us when it
comes to getting a job."
Meloan said those in an interview should focus on a few
things immediately when meeting an employer. Focus on good
eye contact, a nice smile and a
frrm handshake. Those interviewing should be wellgroomed and dressed one level
above the job for which they are
interviewing.
''You don't want to get too
overdressed for an interview,"
Meloan said. "If you were
applying for a job at
McDonald's, you wouldn't want
to be . wearing a three-piece
suit."

According to the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee's Web
site, the right impression with
the handshake is a three-step
process.
Interviewees should make
sure their hands are clean and
adequately · manicured. Make
sure the hands are warm and
mainly free of any perspiration.
Excessively sweaty palms can
be alleviated by inconspicuously wiping them against a seat
cushion. The handshake itself
should be professional and
polite, with a firm grip and a
warm smile.
Maintaining eye contact and
knowing the interviewer's name
also are important when interviewing for a job.

Besides eye contact, Ross
Meloan
suggested sitting
upright, speaking in a clear tone
and making sure not to move
the hands and feet around too
much.
"Sometimes people tend to
use their hands an awful lot
when they talk, but you want to
keep that at an absolute minimum," Meloan said. "With feet,
we suggest not to move around
a whole lot, but make sure you
are comfortable."
Negative body language like
nervousness can be attributed
to smoking, clearing throat and
twiddling thumbs. Squinting
eyes, looking down and clenching hands can be associated
with an untrustworthy person.

A \X'ashington Cemcr n=
.·. pr<..:-ientative w ill be llK't'ting with Murray State
Univer~iry students this t~tll .

.

For details, plea...;e contact your c tmpus liaison.
Gina \Vi.nchester. at gina .winch~srer@ murr~tyswte.cdu.

FIRST RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGE NETWORK INC.
FIRST RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE NETWORK SEEKS
MORTGAGE BANKERS! ,
•

First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc. (FRM) is the largest Mortgage Company in the state of
Kentucky. First Residential is a full service Mortgage Lender with an In-house Title Company, Lending
Division, and Lead Generation Platform.
First Residential offe_rs a comprehensive training program that teaches the fundamentals of mortgage
lending. The company strives to provide each employee with the best tools and support for success and the
opportunity for personal advancement. First Residential believes that every employee can be highly motivated, fulfilled and genuinely satisfied with their career and work environment. This is why the company was
recently ranked No. 1 of Kentucky's Best Places to Work!

.Job Summary: Mortgage Bankers (MBs) - work both individually and with a team to initiate and develop
potential mortgage business for First Residential Mortgage Network, Inc. MBs also analyze borrower applications to purchase real estate or refinance an existing mortgage, and create mortgage solutions suitable for
each customer's needs.
Major Responsibilities: Major Responsibilities include calling clients (including the generation of new business from given leads, and maintaining contact with existing customer base), determining which financial
of options available. Strong organizational,
products meet the customer's needs and advising customers
.
communication and interpersonal skills are necessary to be successful as a Mortgage Banker. If you are highly motivated, energetic, and have the ability to work well in a team oriented environment, First Residential
Mortgage is the place for you!
Compensation and Benefits: Pay is 100% Commission up to $lOOK or more! (With quarterly minimum
salary of $6K)
Health, Dental, Vision, Short-Term Disability, Long-Term Disability, and 401K
Plan are offered.

Send Resume to: jobs@frmn.net Equal ~mployment Opportunity

Check out our Web site at: www.Jstresidential.net
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Well-written resume
gives job applicants
chance for interview
A common misconception
about resumes is that a.resume
gets an individual a job.
Realistically, the purpose of a
resume is to help ·people get
interviews.
Due to this fact, it is essential
that job seekers highlight and
summarize key skills and experiences and display and display
those qualities in the best possible format.
In addition to this, it is important to remember that resume
writing is an art and not a science.
Getting a resume noticed in a
positive manner by a prospective employer requires a great
deal of creativity.
The following information
provides steps on how to score
a winning resume and a few
tips.on how to get your resume
noticed over your classmates
and the competition.
Here are 10 steps for writing
an attention-grabbing resume
so employers will be impressed
enough to offer a job interview
in the future:
• Discover personal qualities,
traits and skills that are desirable for the workplace through
a self-assessment program.
• Choose a target job and
write a career objective that is
tailored to the specific position
and field.
• Identify key skills and
knowledge that is needed to

The Murray State News
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perform the job for which you
are applying.
• Choose a resume format. No
templates.
• Make a list of your special
training and education.
• Make a list of your primary
work, volunteer and careerrelated
experiences
(i.e.,
internship and co-op experiences)
• Make a list of your awards,
honors and activities.
• From the lists, identify the
best from your past experiences and accomplishments
that show you can do the job.
• Describe each experience
with simple action verbs and
arrange in the order of most
significant to least significant.
• ~ake a list of names and
complete addresses, phone
numbers and e-mail addresses
of those people you wish to use
as references with their _permission.
The following are some additional tips for writing a resume:
• The resume should possess
a professional and neat appearance.
• Always have an updated
resume with current contact
information.
• Have another person proof
your resume before printing.
• Use quality laser-type print.
see FOLLOW/9
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How far I go in my career is tru~ up to me and my
abili~es. Sure, every company says that, but at
Enterprise, it's actual~ true. When I produce results,
Iget promoted, and I've seen incredible earning
poten~al since day one.
Enterprise doesn't expect me to be this great
businessperson ovemight. They train me. Support
me. Reward me when I perform. I'm fast-tracking in
a $Z4 billion company with 57,0CXJ people from all
walks of life. Yet it's s~ll a ~ght-knit culture where
energetic people take ownership of their careers.
And I real~ enjoy that.

My perso-Mt tY!i:trprUe
gente~
Apply online at:
www.enterprise.com/careers.
Or contact: Mike Hammond,
Recruiting Supervisor
phone: (502) 458-7808, ext. 200
e-mail: michael.l.hammond@erac.com
EOE/MFDV
C2005 Enterprise Rent-A-Car~-

The Murray State News
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Follow tips for resumes
to have them noticed
From Page S
• Use quality resume paper,
standard size 8 1/2" x 11,".
• Print your information on
one side.
• Use proper spelling and
grammar.
• Use bullets or decorative
lines to emphasize descriptive
statements and headings.
• Have your name as the frrst

readable item on each page.
• Use a simple format with a
10- to-12 point font size.
• Never staple or fold a
resume before submitting it to
a prospective employer. Have a
complete one or two page
resume.
• Never exaggerate or claim
skills that are untrue.

Need A. Job

needajab<Sneed.com

12345 Need Street • Paducah. KY 42001 • (270)555-5555 • (555)555-5555 cell
OBJECTIVE:

To obtain the Sales Representative position with XYZ Corporation
where I con exceed soles goals and promote the services of the
organization.

EDUCATION:

Murray, KY
Murray State University
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Business
May 2006
Area:
Management ~AACSS-Intemotionol Accredited)
Overall GPA: 3.40/4.00

...

SPECIAL TRAINING:
Yellow Pages
Paducah, KY
Soles lntem, Summer 2005
-Responsible for sales territory in multi-state area
-Developed new clients and serviced existing customers
-Managed inventory and ordered products
-Handled c ustomer complaints and provided customer service
-Monitored soles to ensure monthly sales goals were exceeded

Bath and Body Works
Paducah. KY
Assistant Store Manager, August 1999-February 2002
-Directed daily store operations
-Reported regularly to District Manager
-Supervised and delegated tasks to 35 support staff
-Designed store displays to market products
-Handled large amounts of cosh flow and doily deposits
-Maintained accurate records of inventory and supplies
-Responsible for payroll and personnel files
HONORS/ ACTIVITIES:
XYZ Organization member
ABC Scholarship recipient
XYZ Social Sorority
REFERENCES:

Available upon request

This is an example of a well-written resume from Career Services that
has the potential of earning the applicant a job iDterview.
t...--....~:..•... • ..
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Researching company
helps students make
better 1st impression
Elizab eth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

That's the way it is at Harrah's Metropolis. People with all kinds
of abilities. But the same positive attitude. People with all kinds
of experience. But with the same sense of excitement.
People...like you.
Harrah's Metropolis Casino offers positions in avariety of casino
and non-casino departments, full-time and part-time. With the
building of the hotel, now more than ever is the time to app~!
Energetic, outgoing people are very successful at Harrah's. Do
you have what it takes?

Drop-in or Log-on for aGreat Opportunity
www.harrahs.com
(select the Metropolis property)
To apply, please log-on or send
resume to: 100 East Front Street,
Metropolis, IL 62960; or Fax: (618)
524-6136. Equal Opportunity
Employer

Harrah$
METROPOLIS CASINO

The nature of a fll'st impression is fmite - people only get
one chance to nail the first
meeting and, in turn, the fll'st
interview.
Brooke Harris, career counselor for Career Services, said
a successful interview begins
long before people ask the fll'st
question.
"The most important step for
interviewing is in preparation
before you even go into the
interview," Harris said.
She said someone who is
interviewing for a position
should visit a company's Web
site or using other sources to
research it.
"You always need to conduct
company research, and you
want to know exactly what
you're interviewing for and
everything
the
position
entails,'' Harris said. ''You don't
want to be surprised when you
get into the interview.''
She said research also will
help in preparing questions to
ask a potential employer during the interview.
"Find out what their client
base is, whether they do community service, things like
that," Harris said. "Questions
show that you're interested,
and they set you apart from

those who don't ask questions."
It is also necessary to look
the part to make sure a proper
interview outfit is ready in
advance of the big day, she said.
"Get your outfit refined,
make sure there are no wrinkles, get your shoes polished,
go the extra mile and get your
suit dry cleaned,'' Harris said.
"If you didn't have it together
before hand it could cause you
to be late."
Harris tells the students she
counsels to bring along what
she calls a "brag book" on any
interview. It could be a binder
or a briefcase or any type of
container, and its contents
should include extra copies of
your resume and your current
transcript.
''You want to have a copy of
your resume for everyone you
might talk to because you
could interview with several
different people," Harris said.
·~1so, always have a list of
questions typed out for the
employer."
Just as preparation is key, follow-up is also important.
'~lways send a thank-you
card or a thank-you letter,''
Harris said. "Sometimes, the
interviews aren't as formal, and
so you don't have to be as formal, and a thank-you card will
work well."
see EMPLOYERS Ill
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Employers look for applicants
who demonstrate confidence
FromPagelO
Harris said if someone hasn't
heard back from a potential
employer several weeks after
an interview, a phone call is
always a good idea.
"You're calling just to see if
the position has been filled,
and you're letting them know ·
you are interested because
they're hearing your voice on
the phone," Harris said.
One of the classic interviewing errors people make is being
unprepared for typical questions.
"Be ready for things they
might ask," Har ris said. "You
don't want to look rehearsed,
but you also don't want to look
like you've never answered
them before. Be ready for ,_--"""·"~
tions like 'Where do you see
yourself in five years?' and 'Tell
us about yourself.'"
It is important to have examples to back up the things you
discuss in your interview, she
said. It is an easy way to
enhance
the
employer's
impression of you.
"Don't just say, 'I'm goal-oriented. I'm a team-player,"'
Harris said. "Have examples of
situations where you demonstrated those qualities. When
you tell them about yourself,
stick to professional, careerrelated information, not personal facts, like who you're dating or if you're married."
Harris also said not to under..:
estimate the importance of
body language.
"You can never take that frrst
handshake back," Harris said.
"You don't want to do a death

grip, but you also don't want to
be limp-handed. Also, practice
your eye contact in front of a
mirror so you can keep good
eye contact with the employer
the whole time."
Above all, confidence and
evidence will land you a job,
she said. Be confident in your
abilities and be able to prove to
the employer that you have
those abilities. Follow it with a
card, letter or phone call, and
always be willing to improve.

At Pella Corporation, there are no ordinary careers, only
windowsof endless opportunity. Fulfill your career goals by joining
ateamof top-caliber individualscommitted tomakingadifference.
Enjoy the cultureof avibrant, integrity-based company, dedicated to
developing, promoting andrewardingitsemployees.
Co-op/Internship Opportunities

Entry Level Openings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Department Manager 2nd shift
• National AccountsSales
Representatives
• Engineers

HR Corporate Recruiting Coop
Marketing Coop
Department Manager Coop
Technical Publications Coop
Engineering Coop
Information Technology(IT) Intern
Accounting Intern
FieldServiceIntern
Customer Support Intern
Department Manager Intern
Engineering Intern

Please visit Pella Corporation at the Murray State University Business
&Engineering Career Fair on Wednesday, October 12th.

Outstanding opportunities exist inIowa and
throughout the United States. Please apply onlineat www.pella.com/careers.Post-offer drug
screen and background check required.
Pella Corporation • 102 Main Street • Pella, lA 50219
www.pella.com/careers • EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Six consecutive
years as:

FORTUNE'

100 BEST

COMPANIES~
TO WORK FOR~
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•HERITAGE BANK•

BANKING
WITH
NEIGHBORS
FOR MORE THAN 125 YEARS
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Professional dress key
for interview success
Who, What, When and Wear? These are all questions every job
seeker should ask before an interview. Many job seekers spend a
great deal of time researching company information, preparing for
potential interview questions and revising their resume. However,
one major aspect they often overlook is what they will wear to the
interview. That defmitely should be incorporated into the interview preparation process. Listed below are personal appearance
tips and a detailed list of tips for men and women.

Personal Appearance:
- Dress in a professional manner. Conservative and traditional
dress is most appropriate.
- Wear appropriate shoes.
- Good grooming is a must. Always look clean, neat and polished.

Life offers many opportunities. One of the
greatest is choosing a great
company and place to live. Why not stop in
and see what opportunities your neighbors
have to offer right here in Western Kentucky.
All resumes are welcomed as you stop by and
meet your neighbors at the Heritage Bank
located at the Murray State Career Fail:

- Be conservative with the length and style of hair, facial hair and
_nails.
- Conceal body piercings and tattoos.
- Use cologne, perfume and aftershave sparingly because you
never know when the interviewer might have allergies or be sensitive to fragrances.
- Clean out pockets full of change and avoid excessive jewelry to
not cause an un?ecessary distraction during the interview.

Tips for Men:
- Wear a professional business suit or sport coat that is conservative in color, such as blue, black or gray.
- To complement the suit, wear a conservative dress shirt that is
neutral in color.

\

~

-Ties are a must. Stick with a conservative style of tie and lose the
florescent, multi-colored tie. Save it for another occasion.

\

I

\V \V \V. BANK WI rr H HE I{ I rr 1\

(;E.(~ <)!\ 1

- Leather shoes that are polished and clean are recommended.

see CLASSIC / 13
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Classic look is best
FromPagel2
Tips for Women:
- Wear a classic business suit with a conservative
blouse or a dress. Some suitable colors consist of
black, navy blue, gray, dark green and burgundy.

.

-Pantyhose and closed-toe shoes with a low heel are .
a must.
- Avoid tight, revealing and trendy clothing. Basic is
always best.
- Minimal amounts of make-up and a neutral fmgernail polish are always preferred.
- Avoid wearing sunglasses on your head.
(left) Thomas Raslnen, alumnus, wears a black suit,
white dress shirt and checkered tie from Dan's.
(right) Kelly Riley, senior from Mayfield, wears a
black and ~te houndstooth check jacket with silver grommets from The Place.

file photos

If nursing is yo
mission, not jus
your job ...
we need you.
.
Call our Jobline at 859.313.3995 or visit our
website at www.saintjosephhealthcare.org for
a full listing of job opportunities.
To apply, call 859.313.1768, fax 859.313.3100
or write Saint Joseph HealthCare, Attn:
Human Resources, One Saint Joseph Drive,
Lexington, KY 40504.
We offer competitive Salary, excellent benefits,
free parking and on-site daycare. EOE
t

CATH OL I C H I!A l T H
I N ITI ATIVES

S aint j oseph Hea lthCar e
Since 1877. 1'M Sciena of M edicine. TM Heart of Compcmion.•

Webasto
Feel the drive
Established in Germany in 1901 , Webasto has
grown to be the world's largest supplier of original
equipment sunroofs. Our company has 27 facilities
internationally, with the Murray, Ky. facility being the
eighth plant to start production in North America.
The Webasto Way strives at all times to provide a
positive work environment based on fairness and
concern for people, which supports tea work and
open communication. Feel free to stop by at the
Career Fair to learn more about our company.
Webasto looks forward to our future in Murray, Ky.
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Career Services office
provides information
~
on employment search OPEN INTERVIEWS
·························••!••
•••••• •••••• ••• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
••
•
•

Whether you want a resume
critique, information on gniduate school or even the latest
trends on job search tech-.
niques, Murray State's Career
Services is your source.
Career Services provides stuareas
dents and alumni from
of study with a variety of
opportunities and assistance in
all aspects of career development.
At Career Services, students
and alumni will fmd the Career
Services motto to hold true:
"Our services support careers."
Just what types of services
does Career Services provide?
Career Services has postings
that update daily for on- and
off-campus part-time jobs.
Trained professional staff
members are also available to
assist students one-on-one or
through group orientations
with career planning, job
searching techniques, . resume
and cover letter preparation,
interview skills and online
recruiting.
Discover, a computerized
program designed to assist students and alumni explore job
choices, is also available
through Career Services.
The office sponsors various_
events throughout the yeat,
including fall and spring
Career and Teacher Career
Fairs. All University students
and alumni are encouraged to
attend and meet with company

all

representatives.
If students and alumni decide
to continue education after
obtaining their undergraduate
degrees, Career Services can
still be of assistance. The staff
can provide students interested
in graduate or professional
school information on applications, interviews, scholarships,
testing and admission requirements.
The office provides students
with endless amounts of experiential education opportunities through the Cooperative
Education/ Internship
Program. By participating in the
Cooperative
Education/
Internship Program, students
have the opportunity to apply
skills and knowledge learned in
the classroom to actual on-thejob training while gaining
course credit.
Career Services also offers
students the KHEAA WorkStudy Program. The KHEAA
program provides job opportunities to eligible students by
placing them in career-related
positions.
Career Services also provides
the National Student Exchange
Program. Through the NSE
network, undergraduate students have the opportunity to
study for up to one year at one
of more than 180 colleges and
universities at little or no more
cost than attending Murray
State.

Murray State
·University
Career Fair
(third floor,
Curris Center)

If you are looking for a career that will be
rewarding with exciting growth potential then make
plans to attend Pepsi Midlmerica Open Interviews!

Saturday, Oct. 15: Open Interviews
. .
Murray Chamber of Commerce
(in front of Wal-Mart)
Pepsi MidAmerica offers competitive wages, paid vacations,
comprehensive insurance benefits, 401K, and defined pension plans.

Do-527· 5011 • Fh1
27·SCD
kytnhrmgr@pepslmlclamerlca.colll
Lisa Ramage

People Wa11t Pepsi,
Pepsi Wa11ts Yozt!
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Visit our
booth
at the
Career Fair.
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SHERWIN
WILLIAMS.
Sherwin Williams Company... a Fortune 400
company celebrating 139 years in business and named as
one of Fortune's Top 100 Companies to Work For

• Nursing Scholarships
• LOW Patient-to-Nurse Ratio
• Competitive Salaries
'

• Tuition Assistance
• Full Benefit Package
• Shift/Weekend Differential
•

Owensboro
Medical Health System

FR~E

CEU's

• 4-to-12 Week One-on-One
Orientation w/a Preceptor

Call {270) 688-2788 fer Openings.

See aU Nurse Openings at www.omhs.org
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Visit our
booth
at the
Career Fair.

A new career in financial services
could make the difference.

Call us.
Mark F. Cox, CLU, Cfpe, Managing Partner

The Evansville Group
335 Cross Pointe Boulevard
Evansville, IN 47715 • {812) 471-2200

..

To measure your self~ploymcnt pot£"ntial,
vtsil www.nmfn.com/evanwillegroup and
look for the Self·Employmt,nt Screen.

~Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NETWORK•

TheQuietCompany.•
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Internships provide
necessary real world
training, experience
In today's job market employers are still looking for students
who have career-related job
experience.
Gina Winchester, assistant
director of Career Services,
observes year after year the
age-old dilemma of students
trying to get a job without
experience.
"Degrees and diplomas may
look impressive on a resume,
but recruiters are more likely
to notice hands on experience,"
Winchester said.
In working with a group of
Murray State faculty and
administrators, a co-op task
force recently proposed some
changes to the program.
As reflected in the 2005-07
undergraduate bulletin, students may now earn from one
to three hours of elective credit toward their major, area or
minor as a pass/fail or graded
course.
This credit may be repeated
for up to six ·hours toward graduation. As a complement to the
placement
process,
the
University offers this opportunity to all qualified students to
gain credit through approved
work experiences.
An academic department
must approve work assignments, which are available in
business, industries, educational, nonprofit and governmental
or research organizations.
Although the University

makes no guarantees for placement, it makes every effort to
place students to their best
educational advantage.
To participate in this program, a student must be
enrolled as a degree-seeking
student at the time of appointment with a minimum of 24
credits accumulated at a college or university.
The student also must have
earned at least six credit hours
at the University prior to participation and have an established cumulative 2.0 GPA with
an unrestricted baccalaureate
admissions status. Enrollment
in the program must be concurrent with employment.
There are many benefits to
getting involved in the coop/intern program besides
obtaining credit and earning
money.
The extension of traditional
classroom study to practice in a
profession adds dimension to a
student's preparation for entering a career and assists in
developing an understanding of
human relationships involved
in the work setting.
Gina Winchester said many
students who have participated
in the past have made positive
comments about the program.
On a national level, statistics
indicate between 80 and 90

see ON-THE-JOB I 17
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percent of students who perform well during the specified
work assignment will be
offered a position prior to graduation.
"This is a wonderful opportunity to begin the networking
process and get your foot in the
employment door," Winchester
said.
Real-life experiences may
help some students decide
early on that they have picked
an area that is not a good fit for
them.
Starting early is critical, but
regardless, it is never too late to
get involved in the program.
Although some employers
restrict jobs to upper-level
juniors, seniors or graduate students, many will co~sider

freshmen and sophomores.
The sooner students get
involved, the more experience
they can have on their resumes
upon graduation.
Most employers work two to
four months in advance of their
needs. Therefore, if a student is
planning to co-op/intern for
the summer, the prime time to
start the application process is
in the fall.
Student assistance is available
year round in Career Services
to help students complete
applications, create resumes
and connect to employers
through an online eRocruiting
system.
For more information on the
program, visit Career Services
at 210 Ordway }iall, or call Gina
Winchester at 762-2907.

Cintas is the leader in corporate identity uniform
programs helping companies of all sizes. Whether it's
the styles and colors of our uniforms or the various
products we offer from floor mats and restroom
supplies to mops and shop towels, we assist companies
in presenting a clean and professional look. We are
currently looking for:

• Sales Representatives
• Service Sales Reps.
• Management Trainees
Enjoy competitive pay and excellent benefits.

Please visit www.cintas.com/careers to apply:

.

EEO/AA M/F/DN

SAMFORD UNIVERSITY
Jon Parker
Student Recruitment and Admissions Administrator
.(205)-726-4242 jmparker@ sanford.edu
1-877-279-0008
McWhorter School of Pharmacy Web Page
www.samford.edu/schools/pharmacy.html
Admissions Information
Link to PharmCAS Application Site
Link to MSOP Supplemental Application
Link to MSOP Letter of Recommendation Forms
Link to Rre-Requisite Course Equivalency Guides for Area Colleges and Universities

Pfizer Guide to Pharmacy Careers
www.pfizercareerguides.com/pdfs/pharmacy,pdf

PCAT Registration
www.pcatweb.info

Samford
Universi
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References validate employee work background
Director suggests criteria
for listing recommendations
Emlly Wuchner
Contributing Writer

· Students applying for jobs ..
must carefully consider who
they use as references.
are
people
References
employers contact to receive
and validate personal information for potential employees.
Ross Meloan, director of
Career Services, said when
selecting references, students
must consider those who speak
highly of them, their character
and their accomplishments.
"References
allow
the
employer to verify the informa-

tion provided by the perspective employee and how the
applicant interacts with peers,"
Meloan said.
He said most Murray State
students use professors or people they worked with in Co-ops
or internships. Other good references include past employers, coaches, business leaders
or co-workers.
Chelsea Negray, senior from
Princeton, said she considers a
reference's status in the community. as important when
looking for the best recommendation.
"I want someone whose name

" References allow the
employers to verify the
information provided by the
perspecitve employee and
how the applicant interacts
with peers. ''
Ro8sMeloan

Director of Career Services

is well-known and distinguished," Negray said.
The best references are chosen from fields related to the
career the student is pursuing.
"You want to chose someone
who knows about the field so
that tliey can say you are the
best," Negray said.
Meloan said for applications,
students should have four to
five references.
Some students have up to 15

references and use each
depending on the job they are
pursuing.
Students should always contact potential references before
including their name on an
application. Meloan said students must provide an updated
copy of their resumes, so the
reference can quickly refer to
the person's background and
qualifications.
He also suggested meeting
with the reference to discuss
the job position and resume.
"It takes time to do this, but
you've got to prep them,"
Meloan said.
References should be on a
sheet separate from the resume,
and include contact information and relationship to the
applicant.

1- l e alth/Life Insurance
P a id Inte rn s hip s
P a id Holidays off
Tuition As s istance

The Power Df People
• Full-Time Staffing
• Contract Staffing
• Contract To Hire

210~95-5211
- ..

To find out where we
have been, where we
are going, and how
you can be a part
of it, see our booth at
the Career Fairl

Hawkins Research
(_ ' r c~1 t(1rs <.)f

r'(1WcrCla i 111
~~ r <.) 1--, e r t y a cl j u s t i n g s <.) f t vv ~1 r e

www.auadtechservlces.com
L'll ')1 H /\VENlJf

CALVF-HI t:IIY KY ·l.'ll."t

800.736.1246
www. powerclaim.com

. ..

. .. .... . .
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Underestimating cover letter can damage job chances
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szeller@thenews.org
Career Services Specialist
Marlo Rhodes said students
should not underestimate the
importance of their cover letter
when applying for a job.
Rhodes said the cover letter's
purpose, also known as an
application letter or letter of
intent, is to introduce the
resume.
"Most employers require a
cover letter in the application
process,'' she said. "It summarizes the key qualifications and
highlights students achievements that fit with an organization's needs."
She also said it demonstrates
the academic achievements of

" Most employers require a
cover letter in the application process. It summarizes
the key qualification and
highlights students achievements that fit with an organization's needs."
Marlo Rhodes

Career Services Specialist

the student and their related
work experiences.
Before students begin writing
cover letters, students must
assess their abilities, skills, and
preferences to determine what
position they want to apply for
at a company, Rhodes said.
According to Job Choices
magazine, cover letters should
be brief, one page maximum, at
10- to 12-point font and reveal

the student's intent within the
first paragraph.
The article also says to "outline your strongest qualifications that match the position
requirements."
Rhodes said as students begin
to write, they should keep in
mind the empl~yer is looking
for what they have to offer the
company.
Rhodes said the greatest concern students approach her
with is whether they have
enough experience.
"A lot of times, we try to
encourage cooperative education and internships, so that
they have experience to support
what a company is looking for
in that position:' Rhodes said.
Non-standard fonts can also
create problems. When stu-

dents use fonts that are not
transferable through most computer systems, she said, the font
will not be displayed properly
on screen.
Another problem is how to
personalize a cover letter for a
particular business. Students
should not send a generic "To
whom it may concern" letter.
Instead, they should call or email organizations to fmd out
where to send the cover letter
and resume.
"Most organizations have an
online database and will accept
job applications through e-mail
and online," Rhodes said. "It
eliminates hard copies and frees
up space in filing cabinets."
Students can fmd more information about cover letters at
murraystate.edu/careenervices.

Providing you with the
service you want for all of
your n1edical needs.
W hen an emergency situacion arises, it's good to know that MCCH
is right around the corner co provide you with the proper care and
treatment you need. Our goal is ro help you teel better and to
provide the service you want for all of your medical needs. For a free
direcrory ofMCCH physicians, call 1-800-342-MCCH or visit our
website at www.murrayhospital.org
~,,,..,...
~

4

MURRAY.. CALWWAY
CO U N T Y

HOSP I T A L

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 • 270.762.1100
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